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HILLCBEST DISASTER LOSSES
Hillcrest, Alberta, June 23. United
Mine Workers' officials today announced the following orficial figures on
last Friday's disaster by explosion In
Mine No. 20 of the Hlllcrest collieries.
Ltd.:
i
. Rescued alive, 41 men.. .
Total dead, 196 men.
Bodies recovered, 188.
i
Identified, 162.
SAYS IT IS INSANE NOT TO RECOGImpossible to Identify, 26.
Still In mine, 8.
NIZE ORGANIZATIONS OF '
The Canadian government today sent
WORKERS
150,600 as portion of the fund to be
osed for relief of families of the vicI
tims.
"'.
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STRONG

PROPERTY NEAR LAS

EMPRESS INQUIRY - .
Quebec, June 23. When the Empress of IreVand wreck inquiry was reJ
PICKETS POSTED
sumed today Captain Walsh, marine
Plttsl&righ, June 23. Pickets today
superintendent of the Canadian Pa- surroun ' h1 the four Westinghouse
cific railway, continued his testimony
plants wliere a strike Is in progress,
In regard to the number of boats and
but no attempt was made to pass the
life belts carried by the liner. In closely dr'awn lines of deputy sheriffs
each case the number called for by near the entrances.'
regulations was found to have been
Secretary Wilson was advised today
exceeded.
that the state of Pennsylvania had deC. S. Haight of counsel for the ownsignated Francis Feehan and James
ers of the collier Storstad, which A. Steese' of Its labor department to
the Empress, questioned the act with ;?the federal department of
;
Propor-- rammed
witness about the promotion system labor conciliators Investigating the
in vogue in the Canadian Pacific rail- Westinghiuse strike.
way marine service. Captain Walsh
said that the command of the Empress was the highest position in the TOWN (TERRIFIED WHEN
service.
G. W. Wotherspoon of New York,
NEARLY HALF OF ACREAGE IS UNDER WATER
LIGHTINGSTRIfiES OIL
who had charge of the diving operations at the wreck, described the trips
PA,
made to the vessel by Edward Coss-bo- PEOPLE f OF MEADOWLAND,
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who
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of
Pattinfjton Apartments,
E. F. Shellabarijer, the Former Owner
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ing his work and died. He said the
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the
of
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diver had established that the EmWashington. June S3. After a night
Irrigation System
press was lying on her starboard side.
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what
of
asked
terror, he people of Meadowlands,
Lord
chairman,
Merzey,
to Be the Largest and JMost Complete in the State
this evidence was intended to show. a little nifnlng town near here, today
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fire
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by
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cessful farms. Winter wheat, oats,
Shellaberger of Chicago by which he
used to check its progress, were camp
with other
transfers 50,000 acres of irrigated land alfalfa and beets, together
ed on the hills until officers of the
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each
are
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year.
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to
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of
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some
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but
three
cultivation
in
for
Haas,
years,
known
one of the largest and best
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Chicago
Walter H. Smith of th
Title and Trust company, who has
two
been: In the city for the past
final
telegram
weeks, received the
announcfrom Chicago this afternoon
in
Chicago
ing that all arrangements
between. Mr. Hand and Mr Shellaberger had been made.
The Pattington apartment house,
wfoich Mr. Hand receives in exchange
for his property here, lai located on
the- Lake
Irving Park boulevard and
In
the most
is
and
la
Chicago
Shore
exclusive residence district of the
north side of Chicago. The building
baa a frontage of 422 feet on Irving
Park and 150 feet front on Bittersweet Place. The Pattington, contains
85 apartments t from seven to nine
rooms each, and Included in this propwith
erty are two fire proof garages
'
A
cars.
150
private
of
a capacity
parti with tw big courts are. included
iri"the property. Thi (establishment
la valued at 11,000,000. '
The J. D. Hand property north of
this city, and which Mr. Shallaberger
receives in exchange for the Pattington apartments, is' undoubtedly, ... the
'
most valuable in the entire southwest.
The total acreage included in this
of
property is 53,000 acres, 40,000
t!:
thousand
A":
Twenty
are
Irrigable.
which
..
acres are now under ditch.
Mr. Hand haj held thfs"t)T0perty for
30 years and under his supervision
the idea was conceived t& divert thea
water from the, Sapello river,. Into,
.natural basin which, now'Oomprw6
i,
the main lake of the ten, which contend
This
the propertyt
tains an area of 200 acres while the
smallest lake on the property contains
50 acres. The water from the largest
filllake alone will irrigate with one
are
lakes
All
the
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ing 25,000
the
year.
filled at all times during
which was
The Han1 tvrnnertv.
name of
early incorporated under the
the La Placita Ranch company,
miles north of
about six and one-hal- f
thin c.itv and runs for 12 miles on
either side of the Santa Fe Railway
company's lines to the north. Three
- stations of the Santa Fe Railway company are located on this land. The
land is irrigable at the maximum distance from the railroad of about seven
'
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Washington, June 23. Complete ex
oneration of Judge Speer was recom
mended In a minority report by Repre
sentative Volstead, republican of Minnesota. Mr. Volstead also attacked the
methods and findings of the majority
who held that the
of the
evidence did not warrant impeach

New Orleans, La., June 23. Ger
era) Carranza will not uuiept the mi
vltatlon of the United States goverw
ment to send representatives to mee
informally wita agents ot Huerta n
any endeavor to select a provisions
president of Mexico, according to
statement here today by; Alfredo Br
ment
oeda, private secretary of General Carl
"I desire to have it distinctly un- ranza and a member of the latest con
derstood that I do not criticise the mission Carranza is sending to Wasl
motives of my associates, twit the pro- ington.
have
"Carranza is firm in his attifua
ceedings in this Investigation
marked acts cruelly unjust arid unflr, that he will not treat with Huerta
said the representative. No effort was except on the battlefield," Breced
made to protect the Judge against mere said. "We are on a very importan
slander and abuse that could serve no mission to Washington, where we cari
other purpose than to disgrace and not talk, hut it Is not to meet witn
humiliate hint.'
representatives of Huerta, formall
"Everyr enemy that 29 years on the or Informally."
benehi had produced was Invited and
That the commissioners intende
eagerly encouraged to detail his griev- to he fully informed of the situatic
ances and to supplement them with all at Washington and Niagara Falls w
sorts of lnuendoes, Insinuations and Indicated by the arrival today dire
insulting opinions utterly illegal as from Washington of J. W. TJrquidi;
evidence and Incompetent for any pro-rej- " secretary of the constitutionalist rei
purpose. It is a humiliation to resentativee In Washington and wh
lfi'l ihisrecord and have to admit delivered , the Carranza note to tl
conference at Niagar
that a comittee of congress is respon mediation
sible for this sort of cruel Injustice. Falls. TJrqiadla said he was In Ne
No court In any civilized' country Orleans on another mission and woul
leave probably tomorrow, but for whs
would tolerate any Buch proceedings.1
To refute the charge that Judge place he would not say. If he ha
Speer allowed bankruptcy estates to a message for the commissioners h
of did not make it public.
be dlsslnated through allowance
Besides Breceda the delegation, J,
excessive attorneys' fees Representative Volstead presented statistics of composed of Fernando Igleeias Caldfl
the cost of administration of bankrupt- ron, a leader of the liberal party, an
It"
IContaot
with th employes is a cy assets in the southern district of R F. Villavicencio. Calderon wa
with emphatic today In his declaration tha
remedy for much misunderstanding, Georgia, from; 1908 in comparison
various
of
the
he would not represent Carranza i
residence
the
of
districts
are
labor
"Therei
the witness said.
unions which have no other purpose members of jhe house judiciary com- anv negotiations that he' mlerht entel
or Nlagarl
than to protect their wages," he sald.'l mittee for those years. This tabula- either at Washington
Men who spend their time getting tion shows 'the cost in Judge Epeers Falls. His traveling companions, Govt
their aalaries raised generally fail." district was 9.7 per cent, while the ever, stated that Calderon might ac
for the constitutions
Commissioners Lennon of Illinois average for the other districts listed as
In
whatever
Ista
19.2
negotiations he xnigl
cent
was
per
and O'Connel of Washington, who are
to.
to
the
a
be
to
be
are
on
"If
subjected
party
judges
workmen
of
the representatives
Breceda dented that he Intende
the commission, plied Mr. Wanamaker treatment accorded Judge Sper," con
to
he
can
"how
resign the position of secretary t
cludes
the
they
report,
with many questions. Asked whether
In- - Carranza, as was reported last nigh
he was an advocate of the eight hour expected to maintain that spirit of
v'
dependence so essential to the Just from the border.
day, he replied:
'
administration of the law?
"Eight hours or less.'.
No Formal Reply
"The day will come when Judge
On the question- of the minimum
with
remembered
will
be
pride
Washington June 23. No form?
wage for women tne witness saia Speer
that as an experiment It should not by the people of Georgia, not only for answer to the invitation by the Amei
be condemned. Discussing puniic his ability and integrity, hut especially lean peace commissioners at Niagar
his many Folia to constntlonalist agents for aj
ownership as a means to red'.we. In fH what Mr. Berbley called
conference over Mexicaf
dustrial strife Mr. Wananwtter said arts of mercy to the poor and ppi!es Infownal
sfd."
in
gov
peace plans Is expected to be mac;
he was an "absolute believer!
until the confidential agents of Ge
ernment ownership of public utilities.
NICARAGUAN FINANCES
eral Carranza reach "Washington la:j
"I believe the government should
Washington, June 23.1 Bankers saidtoday or tomorrow.
own the railroads," he said., "It would
In Ntcaraguan
Fernando Igleslae Calderon, Alfrefii
prevent conditions tnat nave exlBted f? have been interested!
the
of
and
in
the
the
finances
negoiation
and Leopoldo Hurtado Espl j
and
road
Breceda
in the New Haven
Government pending treaty were today Invited to sona are enroute with special instru
Rock Island system.
1
ownership would bring one cent post explain to the senate foreign relations tions from the constitutional chief.
and transac- official quarters today It was learninterests
owned
their
committee
the
government
because
age
tions. Brown Brothers, and Sellgman hjr'one high in authority that he sa
the means for carrying the malls.
osy future and Company ot New York, bankers, "absolutely no clouds now on the v.
The witness pain tea
for th woTkingman. "Men ana wom alleged to be prominent figures In the dlatlon horizon." In adminlstratir
en are te a rising market; they are control of the Nlcaraguan National circles the nope tor ultimate succr
more bonk and the Nlcaraguan railway were of the peace oonferencewas consider!
being better , educated, have
no asked to bring all papers bearing on more promising." "
are.
j
and
sanitary surroundings,
Conant
to
A,
as
men
and
Charles
wipe
these
was
prerich
cabinet
(he
for
mats
It
questions..
day
longer
of New York and Ernest H. Wands, dent's advisers gathered 'there hr
their feet uipon," he said.
of
said to be the financial agents of the several Informal conferences. No:
public
discussion
th
During
ownership of utilities Commissioner Nlcaraguan republic, also were Invited. would discuss the situ, 'ion for pi
Minister Chamorro of Nicaragua to ligation, but it was client that i;
Weinstock dropped the remark that
the commission will, in drawing up day told the committee sentiment In were encouraged. That the lnvilatio
its recommendations to congress, con his cotmtrv was overwhelmingly In will be accepted was pot doubted.
sider the wisdom of advocating public favor of the treaiy.
Mediation Stagnant
ownership of utilities as a means of
RECEIVERS APPOINTED
Niagara Falls, Ontario, June C:
reducing strife between the employers
Messrs. York of Cleveland, O:, and Mediators, American and Ilurrta
of public utilities.
Wade of Albuquerque, were appointed ecates were occupied today In r
for tb !;,:'
YALE AND PRINCETON PLAY BALL this morning receivers for the Ameri ine arrangements
23. Yale and can Lumber company of Albuquerque. conference liefwt ,i i
New York, June
I
Princeton, having each scored a base- Poth men are well known In the fin- General Carnzi. ?M C
at which it is hop-- l an n r.
ball victory in thi3 years championship ancial world, and will undoubtedly
the affairs of the insolvent
be reached on 0
series, came to New York today to
to the satisfaction of everyone
Fettle the question or supremacy on
the diamond at the rolo Grc:nd3.

Philadelphia, June 23. "It s an In
sane thing not to recognize organ iza- tions of labor," said), John Wanamaker
today, in giving further testimony before the United States commission on
industrial relations. . He made this
statement in reply to a question whether employes should organize labor
unions. , On the general questions of
unionism Mr. Wanamaker said he believed labor had "suffered frightfully"
in the past because of poor leaders, but
added that he Is seeing a better class
of leadehship coming In.,
Commissioner Weinstock of Callfor
nia, who presided today, asked the
v Itness if he could supply the missing
link that would bring capital and labor
together. Mr. Wanamaker said:
"I believe that labor and capital have
the right to organize. On the one
side, capital, there is responsibility,
and on the other, labor, there is none.
There we stop. The missing links, I
believe to be prejudice and misunder
standing which must be overcome.
"One of the ways to wipe out, this
prejudiceind .misunderstanding ts to
unhitch labor unions from political
parties."
Speaking of capital Mn. Wanamaker
said John D. Rockefeller, Jr., made
great mistake when he put Presi
dent Wilson in the position of send,
ing troops into Colorado.
j "I might be mistaken in this," he
said, "but that la the way I feel about
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struction and maintenance; (d) thus especially railroaders. He feels con- - charged with advising a client to com
relieved the counties can, without in fdent that the great majority ot the mit larceny of livestock. jThe case
crease of present appropriations, build voters In the convention will nomi- grew out of the administration of an
more miles than now of secondary nate him on the first gallot Williams estate and the question whether cercounty roads, thereby still rurtner declares that neither Secundlno Ro tain livestock sold by the administra
who tor belonged to the deceased son or
reaching out Into the more remote mero nor Benigno Hernandez,
farming districts; (e) such a system have been mentioned for his place. bis mother. The Collins case also
of county roads will likewise be the are candidates or would accept the grew out of the sale of some property
of an estate..
heavy traffic roads within their re- nomination.
spective towns. This will relieve the
SWALLOWS TACK; DIES
towns of their construction and mainWhy Suffer from Rheumatlsmf
rheumatic
reliev
June 23. Mr. and Mrs.
pains
thus
Tucumcari,
relief
from
and,
When
finally,
PIO
(f)
A.
L.
tenance;
WESTGARD,
COLONEL
Is
N.
cost
it
E.
Robertson
a
so
small
have returned from
at
ed, the towns can, without increase may be had
NEER ROAD BUILDER, MAKES
to
fail
Oklahoma
more
should
build
City,
bringing with them
that
anyone
of
FORECAST
appropriations,
present
PROMISING
surprising
miles than now of their lighter traffic avail hlmsel fof it. Joseph Cappar-ell- i. the body of their little son, who died
Canastota, N. Y. suffered Intense- there several days ago, before sur
Colonel A. L. Westgard, vice presi- roads and thereby reach, those farm
dent and director of the Transcontt ing districts lying farthest from our ly with pains due to rheumatism In geons could perform an operation,
his limbs for a long time. A friend which It was hoped would save his
nental Highways association, who re- market towns and railroads.
ot
roads
on
fourfold
this
system
told him about Cnamberlaln't Lini life. Some two weeks ago the little
By
Las
Vegas
cently passed through
one ot his prospecting trips, had there will be an Impetus as yet un- ment One application relieved him fellow, playing on the floor, swallow
treat ed a carpet tack. It was thought at
something to say of road building. In thought of, given to road building wonderfully, and a few days
the brief time that he could spare for throughout the nation. Authority and ment effected a cure. Many others the time and for several days thereof
ball
a
had
and
swallowed
will
he
be
relief
after
that
on
the
logically
have found quick
by applying
responsibility
the purpose he told the man
street for The Optic more than could economically divided and fixed with this HmlnenL For sale by all dealers. paper. His condition became alarm
Adv.
ing and the boy's parents took him to
be cleaned from books In a year, out conflict arising. Uniformity and
Stand
established.
will
be
El
Paso, where physicians failed to
transcontinental
efficiency
about the big work of
maintenance
construction
TEACHERS
the cause of the trouble. Refind
RATING
of
and
OF
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ards
tne
money
highway undertakings,
will
Lan
nation
23.
Isabel
The
Miss
entire
raised.
cal
Santa
he
will
June
turning here the child's condition
Fe,
labor and patience and farsighted
No less gigantio be given 'good roads everywhere" by caster Eckles, one of the four women again became alarming and he was
culation Involved.
than was connecting the Atlantic; and a well balanced, connected system of county school superintendents in New taken to Oklahoma City, but surgeons
an
Pacific oceans by rail, Is the Job of national and state highways and Mexico has drawn the line on third declared him unable ty. withstand
soon
after
out
followed
Death
re
to
roads
town
reaching
operation.
grade teachers and according
gridlroning the country from shore to county and
was in
shore with well made and well kept to the most remote parts thereof. port to the department of education arrival In Oklahoma. Burial
In the shortest pos- has served notice on rural school dl Tucumcari.
will
built
be
the
They
from
and
many
angles
roadways,
sible time and with the utmost econ rectors that she will not approve any
latter Is more baffling.
Just What She Needed
omy. The money win get into roaas, contracts for third grade teachers this
Colonel Westgard said. In part:
"The United States has approxi- where it belongs, and the cost will be year. As a matter of fact in most of There Is an old saying that "There
com tho counties, the third grade teacher is a remedy for every ill," It is some
mately 2,300,000 miles of highways. equitably distributed upon thise
rem
Not one mile can yet be called a na munities best able to bear the burden. will soon be unable to find employ. times years before you find the
Mrs.
thus
will
caBe.
to
first
suited
farmer
other
those
In
the
are
your
ment
words,
and only
possessing
edy exactly
tional highway. State highways
Ohio,
be
will
Dam,
Beaver
be
what
and
needs
certificates
what
he
Rachel
under
set
well
second
Cribley,
aijd
grade
short
probably
relatively
,
i ,
given Jobs. This transition and rais was sick for two years with stomach
5 per cent of the total. Therefore wants."
con
are
roads
our
over 95 per cent pf
ing ot standards has come slowly so trouble and constipation. She writes,
FEDERAL COURT RULING
that every third grade teacher has My neighbors spoke so enthusiastic
trolled by counties or local communl
23
a
In
lengthy
June
Santa
an opportunity to advance herself ally of Chamberlain's Tablets that
60.000
Fe,
of
had
miles
ties. The building of
procured a bottle of them. A few
national highways may seem a revo- and learned opinion Federal jnage or himself to the higher grades.
counVictoria
H.
re
in
also
the
In
circular
William
a
davs treatment convinced me that
Pope,
Miss Eckles
lutionary idea; yet this is but little
ts every rural board to make al that they were just what I needed
more than 2 per cent of our total road Mining and Smelting company, a cormotion lowance for industrial supplies during I continued to tise them for several
mileage. France has a national high- poration, bankrupt, orders the
the the coming year.. She has Just ap- weeks an d they clred me." For sale
that
A.
G.
trustee,
5
of
Bennett,
com
per
prises
ways system which
cent of the total mileage. France property inventoried as assets of the portioned $12,019.40 of school funds on by all dealers. Adv.
holds a preeminent place among all estate be ordered by the court releas the basis of a school census of 5,477,
INDIAN SCHOOL FILES REPORT
nations in the excellence of her roads, ed, to stand over until July 10, inti making $2.20 for every person thus
Santa Fe, June 23. Reuben Perry,
"The National Highways association mating, however, that if the court re- enumerated. The four districts reto
presents a tentative plan for a 50,000- - leases and surrenders the property
ceiving more than $1,000 each are: superintendent, today filed with the
mile system of national highways, the trustees as no longer subject to Silver City $2,807.20; Santa Rita
department of education an annual
court,
Lordsburg $1U9.8t) and Hurley reoort showing that the valuation
They have not been located because administration by the federal
'it would be a good thing to have a that it will be subject to the pay- $),OC2.f.0.
placed on the United States Indian
road here.' Neither do they follow ment of receiver's certificates of in
industrial school at Albuquerque is al
a ruler across the continent, going debtedness held by the Bowman Bank At Bremen, Ga., W. M. Golden, of most a quarter million dollars, or to
for the Equitable Life Assurance Society, be exact $227,465 on grounds and
through mountains and across lakes and Trust company of lias Cruces
A.
to
of
$200
O,
the
$3,000,
cer
payment
ease
that
and
with the certainty
says he found Foley Kidney Pills to buildings and $15,000 on equipment
tain proposed roads have been mad Bennett, of taxes, assessment work be the best remedy for kidney and which Includes a 2,200 volume library,
to appear to go. On the contrary they etc., and whatever else was necessary bladder troubles, also for rheumatism.
The school has been in existence
are being carefully located by exper- to preserve the property, in his opin He says; "Any person having kidney
of a century and employs 18
ienced road engineers. This proposed ion speaking strongly of some of the trouble, backache, or rheumatism female and 21 male teachers. There
serves directly over C6 per other changes, saying that these must should be very glad to find such a are enrolled 282 male and 148 female
cent of the population of the country be made subsidiary to an outstanding wonderful remedy." O. G. Schaefer pupils. The male teachers last year
both rural and urban. The populatloi valid lien. The ground of the motion and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
received $14,790 in salaries and the
in adjoining counties is 26 per cent was that the value of the estate, as
female teachers $11,400, the total exCREDIT MEN IN SESSION
It connects the capitals and all lm shown bv the appraisement is only
penditure having been $90,000. The
is an outstand
Rochester, N. Y., June 23 The nine school term was 227 days and the avportant cities and thus serves and ad $6,085, whereas there
of
teenth annual convention of the Na erage dally attendance 398. The
joins 92 per cent of our total popula- Ing valid lien against the property
No accurate estimate of the approximately $40,000, The trustee tional Assciation of Credit Men began grades taught are from kinergarten
tion.
cost of this system of national high is ordered to file a report showing in this city today and will continue to tenth grade inclusive.
ways can be given without actual sur the amount of indebtedness Incurred three days. Nearly a thousand deleveys. It is probable that $10,uuo a while the property was under the jur gates are in attendance, a number of
THE LURE OF GOLD
mile would be a very liberal average isdiction of the courts, geginning in them being accompanied by their
Silver City, June 23. The Jure of
territorial days when suit was first wives.
cost a total of $300,000,000.
The leading manufacturing fabulous treasure Is again taking arbrought
"The National Highways association
firms and wholesale houses in all gonauts into the rugged wilds of the
does not advocate 'part boulevards.
large cities of the country are repre Black range of New Mexico. For over
Good, substantial, well built roads WILLIAMS OUT ON STILL HUNT sented by delegates. The elevation of half a century
prospecting parties
Santa Fe, June 23. Corporation business
which will bear the traffic required of
standards, foreign credits, have gone into the Black range, 60
them at all seasons of the year, and Commissioner Hugh Williams has re the responsibility of credit men to miles northeast of Silver City, in the
which will be constantly maintained turned from a tour of southern New prosecute commercial fraud, and self- - attempt to discover the Lost Mines
in first class condition, will be the Mexico on which he visited a score of inspection as a means of decreasing which legends expound as being the
most useful to the greatest number place from Tularosa to Silver City fire waste are among the topics sched richest in gold bearing ore in the
of ipeople. Such roads should not and from Las Cruces to Socorro on of uled for discussion, congressman west The latest party to leave for
average over $5,000 per mile a total ficial business. He examined condi- Carter Glass will address the asso- the Black range departed from Silver
tions at Jarales, Valencia county, and ciation on "The Federal Reserve
City this week and was composed of
"All attempts to develop national recommended to the commission to Bankitag and Currency
Law," and John H. Young, Deputy Sheriff Jose
roads by first building local roads have order the A,, T. & a F. to put in a President Charles R. Van Hise of the Montea and Juan and Margerite Herfailed. Not until trunk lines were spur at that point He adjusted the University of Wisconsin will be heard nandez. They possessed over ten
tuilt was there any material advance Socorro crossing and Myndus station on the subject of "The Nations Busi- pack burros and each rode one of the
,
in road building. These trunk lines matters, and incidentally held his ear ness."
little camels of the west The outfit
to the ground to listen to political
was one Of the most complete that has
brought about the , desire for and
southern and MEDICAL ASSOCIATION MEETS left in recent
.building of tne local feeder lines. rumblings. Throughout
years and brought back
Atlantic City, N. J., June 23. The many memories to the old timers.
Otherwise there was no desire or near western New Mexico, he declares, re
son for the existence of such local publicans demand his renominatiom, 84tyfflftJi annual meeting of the
white any effort to sidetrack him will American Medical association opened
feeder
ENLOE GOES TO SILVER CITY
Branch railroad lines were
built after the trunk lines were es- be resented by thousands of voters, here today with, thousands of physiSanta Fe, June 23. The election of
cians and surgeons from all parts of Professor E. I Enloe to the preslden-- c
tablished otherwise they could not
the United States and Canada In athave existed.
yof the State Normal school at Sil
Pay
tendance. The proceeds of the open- ver City, is very pleasing to the de
While discrimination as between
Friend ing session included an address of partment of education, Mr. Enloe be
districts is neither wise nor fair,
welcome by Dr. Enoch HoUingsbead, ing a member of the state board of
nevertheless if any should be favored
president of the Medical Society of education. The department today sent
by road building it is the farming and
New Jersey.
The session was pre- him the following telegram of congra
rural districts. They need roads more
sided over by Dr. John Av Wither-spoo- n tulations:
than the urban centers; and, what is
of Nashville, the retiring presimore, they need to build them. They
"President E. L. Enloe, Silver City,
dent of the association. The report N. M.,
'
cannot of themselves, furnish the
of the committee on arrangements
needed funds. How can they be given
of
congratulations
"Accept hearty
was followed by am Introduction of the state department of education on
the roads they must have? How can
President-elec- t
Victor C. Vaughn of your election to the president of the
this be done most quickly and cheap
Ann
Mich., who delivered' the Ne-- Mexico Normal school. We pledge
Arbor,
ly? National
highways , advocates
"1 am not
to observe the
In addition to the you our earnest support and
claim that the rural districts will get number of mensurprised
who come Into tho store annual address.
" remarked general session a number of sectional
to
"Mother's
Friend.'
purchase
their needed roads, from railroads and a
leading druggist.
market towns to farms, more easily. The
"Alvan N. White, Flladelfo Baca,
expectant mother if she hasn't meetings devoted to various depart
of this splendid embrocation is ments in the
heard
quickly and cheaply by the building of
practice of medicine and Rupert F. Asplnud, Manette A, Myers
probably not reading the papers to much
national highways than by any federal extent And If she does It is a happy surgery were held during the day.
and Eve Wientge."
aid plan. The claim la made because: thought to send hubby to the drug- store.
"Mother's Friend" Is applied externally
DISBARMENT PROCEEDINGS
(a) such a system of national high- over the abdominal muscles.
POLITICAL FORECAST
It is a gentle, soothing lubricant peneSanta Fe, June 23. The state board
ways will likewise he the heavy traf- trates
Santa Fe, June 23. "Andrews for
to
the fine network of nerves
fic, main trunk limes within the sev- beneath the skin and has a marked of bar examiners was occupied all day congress and Hernandez for corporaeral states. This will relieve the tendency to relieve the muscular strain with considering the disbarment pro tion commissioner would be a winning
which these broad, fiat abdominal
states of their construction and main- to
muscles are subjected. The cords, ten- ceedings brought against Hugh J. Col- ticket" declared
Acting Postmaster
tenance; (b) thus relieved the states dons and ligaments are thus permitted to lins of Albuquerque, formerly of Clay J. H. Vaughon, former state treasurer
stretch without the corresponding surface
can, without increase of present ap- strain so often Involved
during the period ton, and against C. H. Hittson and V. who this spring was elected city treasof expectation. And particularly to young W. Moore of Tucumcari, the matter urer
more
build
miles
than
propriations,
by overwhelming majority on the
mothers
remedial application of
now of secondary state highways, inestimableis this
value since in thus keeping coming up on the question of certify republican ticket over J. S. Candelario,
the muscles Arm but pliant it enables ing the charges to the supreme court
thereby reaching more remote farm- them
fusion candidate of democrats and proto go through the ordeal without
ing districts than are now- reached; lacerstlon of the epidermis often the case The Collins case was taken up first gressives. In fact when the question
ihlH gentle attention Is nctrlected.
(c euch a system of state highways whn
"Mother's Friend" is highly recom- and then the case against Hittson and came up for a ticket on which all par
will likewise ibe the heavy traffic mended by a host of women.
Write Moore. Hittson had filed a brief and ties would unite, Mr. Vaughn was the
Bradflold Rfsnilator Co., 40S I,amar Bid., Moore was
lines within the several counties. This Atlanta,
represented by Judge John only candidate acceptable to republiGa., and we wld send you a valwill relieve the counties of their con uable iutle bock to expectant mothers.
R. McFie. The two attorneys are cans, democrats and
progressives
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OCEAN TO OCEAN
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HIGHWAYS ARE
NEAR FACT
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Tonight and Wednesday fair; not much change in temperature.

A Trio of Shoe BaurgeJns
During Ovir Green Tg SaJe

,

-

;

.iw

Women's Sails

20 Button White
Nubuck Shoes $2.50

Children's and Misses'
Oxfords 98c

Women's White Nubuck Shoes,
20 button, medium heels, perforated tips, Goodyear welt
to
all
soles; sizes 2
widths; regular $6.00

In Patent, Gunmetal, VicL Calf,
and Velvet, In Pumps, Sandals,
Ankle Straps, eta; sizes from
child's to 1
misses. Not
all sizes in each style

Special $2.50

Special 98c pair

6,

Men's "Crossett" and
"Douglas" Oxfords $2.25

Tan, Vici, Gunmetal or Patent,
lace or button, welt soles and
medium heels. The regular price
of every .pair is stamped on the
sole by the maker, and range
from $3,50 to $5.00

Special at

$225

"

.

...

.

$1,-43-

one-thir- d

.

Usa

on Everything in the Store During Our Green Tag Sale, With the Following Exceptions
EXCHANG ED

NOTHING

NOTHING

ON APPROVAL

EXCEPTIONS

1

Corsets, Shoes, Groceries, Kayser'e Silk Gloves, Cadet, Phoenix and Interwoven Hose, Dime Socks,
Toilet Goods, Sunburst Silk, Butterick Patterns and Publications, Dress Forms, Arrow Collars, Stamped Package Goods, and Threads of all kinds.
'' , H

jiff''ftf?!

alike. Mr. Vaughn believes Andrews
to be the logical candidate of the re
publicans for congress who could unite
all elements of the party and at the
same time draw many democratic
votes.
n.; '
'

J

CALIFORNIA

.

EAGLES FLOCK TO HELENA

Helena, Mont, June 23. Dressed
In the brightest holiday array, Helena
today gave a hearty welcome to the
hundreds of members of the Fraternal
Order of Eagles who flocked here
from every part of Montana for their
annual state convention. The program
covers four days and Is the most attractive ever prepared for a convention
of the fraternity in this state. Prom
inent among those in charge of the
entertainment of the visitors is Governor S. V. Stewart, who is a past
president of the order. In addition to
the business sessions there will be a
big street parade, a night electrical pageant, a mammoth banquet, band con
certs, receptions and a grand ball.
ARMY ORDERS

July

11

to

SPECIAL EXCURSION

FARES

LOS ANGELES & SAN DIEGO

FARE FOR THE ROUNDTRIP

S45.50

Tickets on Sale:
2l,

JUNE 20,
27, 28. JULY 4, 5, li, 12, 18, 19, 25, 26.
AUGUST 1, 2, 8, 9, 15, 16, 22, 23, 29, 30 th.

Lt
Final

limit from date of sale 60 days.
Tickets are first
s
class and good for
at any point both going and
stop-over-

return journeys.

-

-- i-

.(

D. L BATCHELOR, Agent.

FOR DEMING

Santa Fe, June 23. Official orders
by the commanding officer of the
southern department of the United
States army to the commander of the
Eighth brigade at El Paso, direct
that one battalion of regular infantry
and one battery of artillery be assigned to the New Mexico National
Guard maneuvers at Demlng rrom
2U,

These maneuvers will be under direct command of an officer of the
United States army with the rank of
colonel and will therefore be on the
same plane as regular army maneuvers. The training to be received by
the militia will therefore be

QUEBEC WELCOMES CARDINAL
Quebec, June 23. The Catholic

'Sacred Cjojlege of Cardinals. His
Eminence was officially welcomed at
Levis by a delegation which accompanied him to this city, where another reception awaited him. Tomorrow night a bamquet is to be given
in honor of the new cardinal and the
following night he is to be accorded
a public, reception at the city hall.
TAX RETURNS FROM McKINLEY
Santa Fe, June 23. iMcKIney county
this afternoon returned its 1914 tax

roll after making the changes ordered
by the county commissioners.. As
corrected the complete valuation of the
county Is $8,028,869, the exemptions
amount to $84,697, and that taxable assessment
The richest
$2,648,012.
school district is No, 7 whose gross
valuation is given at $2,094,910; then
come districts 3 and 4 which for some
reason are assessed together, being the
town of Gallup, $1,933,011; No. 2 which
returns $1,834,416; No. 6 $655,958; No.

clergy and laity of the entire province
joined today in the first of a series
of demonstrations in honor of the
arrival home of Cardinal Begin, who
recently Journeyed to Rome for. the 8 $898,953; .No. 15 $288,177;! No. 9
formalities attendant upon his ap$117,637; No 10 $102,871; Nojg $97,-28pointment to membership in the
No. 13 111,654.

2;

CAPITAL

PAID IN
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ONLY

CASH
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Off

1-- 3

CHRISTIAN

ENDEAVORERS

Steubenvllle, O., unine 23. Delegates representing 2,500 local societies
of the Christian Endeavor union in
Ohio rallied here today for the twenty-ninth
annual convention of their
slate organization.. The convention
will continue through the remainder of
the week.. Daily sessions will be
held for the discussion of all phases
of church and missionary work, Addresses will be delivered by Dr. J.
Campbell White of New York, Bishop.
William M. Bell of Los Angeles, Dr.
Ira Landrlta of Nashville and a
number of other religious workers of
wide reputation.
-

CONNECTICUT

DRYS IN SESSION
New Britain, Conn., June 23. Delegates from all over Connecticut were
present here today a.t the opening of
the prohibition party state convention. Tomorrow the convention will
adopt a platform and select candidates
for United States senator and for all
the state officers to be voted for at
the November election. ,,

SURPLUS

S50.00a.tt

noo.ooo.et

sr
I.

M. Cunningham. Preside
Frank Springer,

it

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. 8. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

Vice-Preside-

INTEREST PAID

ON TIME

DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVIMGS BAMK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WU.

a
D.

Q HATDON.
W. KELLY
.

-

HOSKINl

-- President
.Vies President

Trsaiurw

Interest PaJd On Deposits
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Weak lungs Often
Lead to Serious Illness TAPS

THE SCOTTISH RITE

long, yon are (ttn-- ll
subiect to colrt or throat trounl
and easily saaccptibla to aerloua Lunor
In many caiei pneumonia
Trouble.
bronchial trouble leare the lungs laAl-a
much weakened condition. Eckman'i
and
terative la a medicine for the throat
lungs which baa been found to be Terr
elimat
of
a
change
beueficlal, even when
and other treatments failed to bring relief. Read of this ease- :231 8. Atlantic Ae., Haddonfleld, N. i.
Gentlemen: In the fall of 1905 I contracted a very severe cold which settled
At last I began to raise
on my lungs.
aputum, and my physician then told me 1
At
California
Immediately.
must go to
s
this time I waa advised to take Eckman
I stayed at home and comAlterative.
menced taking It the last week In OctoI began to Improve, and the first
' ber.
week In January, 1809, I resumed my regular occupation, having gained 23 pounds,
seven
fully restored to health. It la now
effected,
years since my recovery has beenAlterative
and I cannot praise Eckman's
If

DEGREES CONFERRED
EXEMPLIFICATION OF IMPRESS"
IVE CEREMONIES IN THE
CAPITAL

Santa Fe, June 23. For the fifteenth
time in the history of the Sunshine
state, have the Scottish Rite masonic
hosts gathered In the capital from every point of the compass of the Orient
of New Mexico to confer the Ineffable,
historical, religious, philosophical,
ceremonial and official degrees
of the Rite, from the fourth to thirty-secon- d
Included upon novices who
lave been found worthy.
With last eevning's sacred concert
as a fitting prelude, the Initiates and
vleltors received their formal welcome
the
arly this morning in the lobby of
The
cathedral..
Masonic
magnificent
class organized awn after the regular
bodies, the
meeting of the
Santa Fe
of
by
degrees
conferring
of which
No.
Perfection
1,
of
lodge
veAttorney Melvin T.Dunleavy is the
nerable master began. Distinguished
men such as the lata Colonel Max
Frost have been venerable master of
the lodge and the work of its degree
teams has become synonimous with
the name of the body, "Perfection."W.
Mayes,
James A. Massle. John
Salomon Spitz, Melvin T. Dunleavy occupied the throne of King Solomon in
turn in the secret master, perfect master, confidential secretary, Elu of the
Nine, Elu of the Fifteen degrees which
were conferred, while the other lnef.
able degrees, excepting the provost
exand judge and Perfect Elu, were
of
stage
the
The
splendor
emplified.
setting, the completeness of equipment, the richness of costume, the
of the lessons taught,
In Old Testament history, the
building and destruction of the temple,
the dim recesses of the vault with Its
atmomajestic arches, all create an
of
solemnity.
sphere
The seventh or provost and judge
Albudegree was conferred by the
A.
Mann
Edward
querque brethren with
as venerable master, representing Aza-riath son of Nathan; Edward D.
tt
ackett, senior warden, Allen F.
as junior warden, Harry G.,Shel-to- n
as master of ceremonies and
"Justice-i- s
A. Keen as orator.
the lesson of the degree and the
Treys of the temple were delivered to
the novitiates.
The climax of the Ineffable degrees
was reached this evening, when the
Perfect Elu or fourteenth degree was
conferred' with Charles A. Wheelon aa
venerable master.- The degree team
consist of Robert L. Cooper, senior
warden; Edward R. Paul, junior warden; Nathan Jaffa, orator; Glenn A.
Gray, master of ceremonies; Harry H.
Maxwell, assistant expert and Charles
M. Stauffer, captain of the host The
music rendered by the Masonic choir
during this degree was especially noteworthy, opening with an offertory on
the pipe organ by J. A. Jeancon, while
the chorus rendered Handel's "Trust In
the Lord" and Schilling's "Te Denim," as
well as "By Cool Siloam's Shady Rill,"
and "Now O Father," and In conclu- c,

a,

Mor-Tise-

-

HARDLY BELIEVE
How Mrs. Hurley Was Re
stored to Health by Lydia

E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
Eldon, Mo. " I was troubled with

displacement, inflammation and female
i weakness. For two
years onI could not
stand
my feet
long at a time and I
could not walk two
blocks without en
during cutting and
drawing pains down
my right Bide which
increased every
month. I have been
at thtt time purple
in the face and would
walk the floor. I could not lie down or
sit stall sometimes for a day and a night
at a time. I was nervous, and had very
little appetite, no ambition, melancholy,
and often felt as though I had not a
friend in the world. After I had tried
most every female remedy without sucadvised me to
cess, my mother-in-latake Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
I did so and gained in
Compound.
strength every day. I have now no trouble in any way and highly praise your
medicine
It'advertises itself." Mrs.
S. T. Hurley, Eldon, Missouri.
Remember, the remedy which did
this was Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound. For sale everywhere.
It has helped thousands of women
who have been troubled with displace-ment- s,
inflammation, ulceration, tumors,
irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
that bearing down feeling, indigestion,
and nervous prostration, after all other
means have failed. Why don't you try
it? Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.,
Lynn, Mass.
w

REVEILLE

you hare veak

By EDWARD

(Copyright)

"

W. M. TATEM.
more on request.)
Eckman's Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be moat efficacious
for severe Throat and Lung Affections,
Bronchitis. Bronchial Asthma. Stubborn
Colds and In upbuilding the system.
or habit-formiContains no narcotics, poisons
telling
drags. Ask for booklet
and write to Eckmau
of recoveries,
evifor
Pa.,
Philadelphia.
Laboratory,
dence. For tale by all leading dfogglata
(Above

'

Red Cross

slon the "Gloria In Excelsis" by Gerrlsh. The male quartet rendered Gou
nod's "We Praise Thee," very effec
tlvely.

Clear and high and silvery, cleav
ing with a smooth cry as of insist
ent woe the uproar of the city's traf
street
fic down by the Twenty-thirferries, rose the call of Berger's bugle,
playing "Taps" as he sought among
the tenements and butcher shops and
boarding houses for knives and shears
to grind.
It carried to the ears of Bloom, In
where
his little shanty at the pier-enbe was "chief shipping clerk at dock"
for a great hardware firm, a flood of
memories, all tad of nlghta vpon far
southern battle fields when joy of war
was wholly gone from the blue) fight
ers, and men sank in sleep of absolute,
death-lik- e
exhaustion.
Not one bright reminiscence came to
Bloom, the fcged veteran, at sound of
'
that Intense,' pathetic call. '
Why does he play 'Taps V " ha
cried. "Great Lord! Why 'Taps?' "
He moved uneasily upon his stool.
"Ach," he said, so loudly that he
drew attention from the youths on two
high stools who, as his assistants, oc
cupied the little dockhouse with him.
Is death so far away that old men.
such as him and me, must keep our
selves reminded of It with a horn?"
He rose, acutely Irritated, and went
to a little window which looked out
upon the swirling waters of the slip,
foul and greasy as the tide paused at
the turn. The two clerks, rebellious
at being forced to work under an old
man, griirhed, for they could see the
son of the company's president coming up the dock and they knew the
'
methods of that youth.
Their little hearts, not yet devel
oped and expanded by the long pulsations of deep sorrow and experience,
leaped with an exultation which they
did not know was mean. If young
Fuhrstadt but looked in while Bloom
was loafing, things might progress
upon that dock! Bloom was the only
real old fogy left about the place,
Young Fuhrstadt since his aged father had been forced to stay at home
because of rheumatism, had wiped the
others all away. But, that day he did
not look in as he passed.
Later, at the small restaurant
where, dally, they had luncheon, Bloom
met Bereer.
"Man," he said to him, "why is it
that you always play Taps?'" ,
"And why not?" Berger answered.
"It is slow and easy. Those other
'Taps'
calls, they are too nimble.
brings trade as well as would the
'Reveille.'"
"True," said Bloom, "you were a
cook In army days, no bugler. You
learned late. And 'Taps' is slow and
easy. I understand. I often won
dered."
"That is how it Is," said Berger,
Next day. Bloom again went to the
window for a moment, and young
Fuhrstadt did look In. He was amazed,
"HI, you!" he cried.
Bloom quietly turned, although he
felt no fear. He thought himself a
fixture on the dock.
"Is it something I can do?" he
d

'Tsignfabbreviated;

and E. G. Mujphey and
Drug company. :.

MARSHALL.

he quoted bitans, for
terly from the young clerks.
It was no place for him, so on the
table lay an
pistol, newly
loaded.
He had faced death, many
times. In the old days, without a tre
mor, when he was young, with everything before him. Should he falter
now, when nothing was before him?.
He had raised the pistol to his fore
head, when a thought came to him.
Berger would be passing presently
with his call of "Taps."
It would be fitting that he wait for
the slow bugle notes; they would be
muslo most appropriate to his old
sars as hs was steeled to start upon
the last long sleep, prepared to have
Lights out" forever for his dim old
eyes. Yes, he would wait
Berger's lips bothered him as b
went downtown In the underground.
He could feel that they had swollen
that afternoon, even beyond the thick
proportions to which the previous
night of practising upon his bugle
softly In the back yard of the tenement he lived in, had brought them
In the morning.
"Ach! Bloom will be surprised," he
told himself.
And Bloom was not finding waiting
tedious. Putting from it. with relief,
until the time should come to take It
up appropriately, the thought of death,
his mind dwelt on far memories.
He placed small keepsakes of his
good old wife in the breast pocket of
his coat the pocket nearest to his
heart. He wrote a brief farewell to
Berger, and another to the gray commander of his post In the Grand Army.
The letter to the commander said :
"has-beens,-

-

USE ALLEN'S FOOT-EASThe antiseptic powder, to be shaken
Into the shoes. If you want rest and
comfort for tired, aching, swollen,
It
sweating feet, use Allen Foot-Easrelieves corns and bunions of all pain
and prevents blisters, sore and callous spots. Just the thing for Dancing Parties, Patent Leather Shoes, and
for Breaking in New Shoes. It is the
greatest comfort discovery of the age,
Try it today. Sold everywhere, 25c,
Don't accept any substitute. For
FREE trial package, address Allen S
Olmsted, Le Roy. N. Y.

RETURNS TO SANTA FE
Santa Fe, June 23. George W. Ar-mljo, for' years prominent in New
Mexico politics as a rough rider and
and republican, Intends to dispose of
his business Interests In El Paso,
where he has been for the past few
months, and return to Santa Fe to
the political arena, joining
with Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, H. Ov
Bursum. W. H. Andrews and other
Roosevelt leaders In working for
solid delegation from New Mexico to
the next national republican conven
tion im favor of Roosevelt for the
presidential nomination. Armijo has
always been close to Roosevelt, who
waa godfather to Armljo's son and
has held various political offices as
He Is especially strong
,a republican.
as a vote getter among the Spanish
American people. Being a descendant
of one of the Conqulstadores he dates
his lineage back several centuries and
is related to the proudest native fami
lies of the southwest
ARM1JO

'

er

Bladder Irritations, kidney troubles,
dull headaches, weariness, pain In
back and sides, all show the kidneys
need to be toned up, strengthened,
their regular action restored. Foley
KJdney Pills will do it surely and
quickly. They give good health, free
dom from pain, a return of appetite
and sound sleep. Try them. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
,

Adv.

WOMEN CAN

MID

"No, no," Berger had answered to
query- - "That would be charity. U
would be bitterest of ail."
Down in his boarding house sat
Bloom, white-facehaving reached a
great decision. It was a young man's
world. In it was no place for veter-

PRINCE OF WALES 20 YEARS OLD
London. June 23. The Prince of
Wales celebrated his twentieth birthday anniversary today and was the
recipient of many presents and mess
ages of greeting from his royal relatives and friends. "The anniversary
was officially observed today by the
ringing of the bells of St George's
chapel and of Windsor parish church,
and the firing of an artillery salute in
th Txme Walk. Windsor Great Park.
Born at White Lodge, Richmond
Park, June 23, 1894, his royal highness
was baptised there some three weeks
later as Edward Albert Christian
George Andrew Patrick David, thus
combining the names of his father, his
grandfather, and nis
with those of the patron saints of Eng
land. Scotland, Ireland and Wales. In
1907 he passed the qualifying examina
tion for the royal navy and entered
Osborne college. He completed his
course of instruction there in two
years and then entered Dartmouth
great-grandfath-

colleste.
On the accession of his father, King
George, to the thrbne on May 6, 1910,

Prince Edward succeeded to the Duke
dom of Cornwall and to the Scottish
titles of Duke of Rothesay Earl of
Carrick, Baron of Renfrew. Lord of the
Isles and Great Steward of Scotland,
and a short time later ha was created
Prince of Wales and1 Earl of Chester.
The Prince of Wales was sent to
Oxford to complete his education.. His
is now rated as a lieutenant in the
royal navy and within another year
will probably make a world cruise as
in
did his father and grandfather
their youth. Ten days ago the young
nrince nerformea his first public cere
mony, laying the foundation stone of
a new church on his own London es
'
tate.

asked..

"Yes," was the sarcastic answer,
"get to work."
The two youths bent above1 their
books, smothering laughter.
Bloom felt that he was standing In
the middle of the ruin of all things.
Anger first, then panic, seized him.
Was he, then, who had believed him
self secure, to lose his chance of earn
ing his small livelihood? Was the
fact that he had been the tent-mat- e
of young Fuhrstadt's father 40 years
and more ago, not to be considered?
For 30 years he had kept the rec
ords of the dock, with what help had
been assigned to him, with absolute
exactness.
"But I am old," he muttered, "and
it is a young man's world!"
"You are right in playing 'Taps,'"
he said to Berger when he met him
next "Quite right For you are old;
and it is the one call for me to hear.
I, also, am old. Berger, it Is a young
man's world a young man's world."
Next morning when he went to
work he found a note upon his desk.
It was brief and pointed.
"Call at the office and take time," it
said. "We need young men."
Not even, the young clerks could
laugh as they looked at his face when
he first, raised it from that note.
"Make all of life you can, young
men," he said, as be put on his coat
"Your youth It passes. Good-by- ,
have always done my work, but I am
now grown old. Good-by.- "
He forgot to call for the small wages
due him, but passed, unseeing, to his
boarding house. From the distance
came the wall of Berger's bugle.
Nowhere could he 'find a new post
tlon. Everywhere they said he. was
too old. Dally he trudged the streets,
his only brisk emotions being an in
tense desire to keep clear of Berger.
But when a week had passed,
alarmed at Bloom's long absence from
the little restaurant, Berger went to
the dock to make inquiries. Learning
what had happened, he was filled with
mighty wrath and formed a great re
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BRIEF FILED IN THE
ROAD BONDS CASE
mmaaaaaaaaaaa

;

EXPECTED FROM
PREME COURT IN A VERY
SHORT TIME

DECISION

SU-

Duffy's Pure
Mali Whiskey

Santa Fe, June 23. Attorney Gen
era Frank W. Clancy today filed in
the supreme court the brief for the
appellee In the road bond test suit of

TO I1EET

gives to the eged the vigor cf youth
and the power to sustain strength and
energy. Thousands have testified that
they owe their long life to the wonderful restorative and sustaining effects
of this ideal
- "6at
Darya and
tonic-6timula-

old-tim- e

RETAILERS OF STATE

Al IIATOil

MERCHANTS WILL GATHER NEXT
MONTH IN INTERESTING
CONVENTION

,

Rai.n, N. M. June 23. A most interesting and Important session of
state retail merchants is anticipated
by the 20 or more state associations
Booklet free.
Charles C. Catron, appellant, vs. O. N.
The Duffy Malt
St the third annual convention, to be
' WhlnkeyCo..
held at Raton, July 8, 9, and 10. The
Marron, state treasurer, the brief setKocbeater. N. V.
atate secretary has received assurting up that the bid of Kelly and Kelly
of Kansas City to whom the bonds are
ances from Rob we 11, Albuquerque,
to be awarded are in full compliance thre will be sectional meetings to Santa Fe, Tucumcarl and Las Vegas
with, the statute, while "all the bids consider evangelism, social service, that each plaoe will be represented by
set up in the record which were made rwal Sunday schools, temperance and a large delegation, while other localiby the First National bank of Albu- music. A program for Sunday schools ties yet to be heard from are expected
querque" do not conform with the sta- covering nine years will be proposed to send one or more representatives.
Ros well has promised 15 automobile
tute, because they do not contemplate and probably adopted.
the payment of the full amount of the
Speakers from Asia, Europe and all loads, including about 60 people, who
face value of the bonds to the treas parts of the American continent are will duplicate the cross-stat, trip
urer and are merely an offer to take here to address the convention. Among made last year by nine Raton cars
the bonds and pay for them in install- the noted American speakers on the to the Roswell state convention. Las
ments. The bid of Kelly and Kelly, program are J. A. MacDonald of Tor- Vegas, and possibly Albuquerque and
says the brief, is unequivocally to take onto, Dr. Booker T. Washington, Santa Fe, will send their delegation
the bonds at par and accrued Interest of Tuskegee, H. J. Helns of Pitts- via the El Camino Real, now in most
for the entire issue, subject to the ap- burgh, Rev, Wilbur F. Crafts of Wash excellent condition. Not the least Inproval of attorneys.
ington, Richmond P. Hobson of Alaba teresting feature of the big convention
"The oral supplemental agreement ma, Bishop James F. Adkins of North will be the keen rivalry from these
distinctly contemplates the immediate Carolina, Bishop W. F. McDowell of four or five big delegations for the
payment to the state treasurer of the Chicago, Rev. J. F. Williamson of St 1915 coventlon.
ful amount of the bid." As to the pur- Louis, Rev. Purley A. Baker superinIn preparation for the coming event,
Raton la planning to supplement an In
posed oral agreement to pay Kelly and tendent of the National
Kelly the interest on unexpended bal- league, and Dr. Francis E. Clark of teresting three day session of busi
ances of the proceeds of the bond is- Bbston, founder and president of the ness with pleasure trips and social
functions that will make the visit of
sue, the attorney general contends: Christian Endeavor society.
"There Is absolutely no statutory prodelegates and their wives most pleas
vision which imposes upon him any Don't Lose Sleep Coughing at Night urable as well as one of profit The
Take Foley's Honey and Tar Com- entertainment committee has arrang
duty as to how, or where, he shall
It glides down your throat ed, among other things, a visit of inpound.
whether
in
currency
I'm waiting now for Berger to go by, keep that money,
and play "Taps" on his bugle. It kind of in his official safe or upon deposit In and spreads a healing, soothing coat spection to one of the state's largest
seems to me that as I go to sleep it will
ing over the inflamed tickling surface. coal mines; a fried chicken dinner on
banks."
be nice to hear that "Taps" call blowed.
"Reveille" is for young men. "Taps"
That's immediate relief. It loosens the bank of Lake Dorothy up the beauAs
seconcr
to
the
the
raised,
point
that is the call for us for me, and, pretty
I brief contends that "the statute meets up the tightness In your chest, stops tiful Sugarite canyon; an automobile
soon, for you and all the rest. Good-b'
bivouac.
drive
over the famous "sky-line- "
Then he waited five, ten, fifteen the constitutional requirement as to stuffy wheezy breathing, eases dis- trip
minutes. He fingered the pistol calm- provision for Interest and sinking tressing, racking, tearing coughs. Chil to the summit of Raton pass where a
sevly. Its chill touch did not terrify him. fund." It Is argued that the proceeds dren love it Refuse any substitutes, picnic lunch will be served; also,
It was to be the Instrument of his re of the one mill levy Is not only permis- Contains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer eral evening social functions, includlease, an old man, from a young man's sive, but a levy which is "required" to and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
ing a banquet and dance at the B. P.
world.
O. E home, the association headquarbe made and that it yields ample
There was a brilliant smile on Berg funds out
MUSEUM ITEMS
ters. On the first evening of the conof which to pay the Interest
er's face as he went to get his scis
23.
C.
Santa
J.
June
Fe,
Blanohard
anvention, a harmony' smoker will be
and
of
$20,000
sinking fund charges
outfit and his bugle; his
the reclamation service, together tendered the delegates at the Elks
of
1919
and
until
$40,000
annually
as
he passed nually
step was almost jaunty
out upon the street with them, and thereafter. "If, through any unfore- with W. HI Reed of Chicago, of the club and a reception given to the visit
hurried briskly toward Bloom's board seen calamity or misappropriation of advertising department of the Santa ing ladies at the Seaberg hotel parlors.
ing house. As, nearing, he raised the funds, If that annual tax should at any Fe system, spent the greater part of One interesting feature of the smoker
boxing contest
bugle to his lips he had to kill a smile time be insufficient there is a direct the forenoon viewing the treasures of will be a fast
in order to conform to the small
New
Mexico
museum
the
well
two
known
between
light weights.
preparatory
and specific order for the levy of a
brass mouthpiece.
to
the program
to
los
the
de
goingAt
this,
period,
early
Ritq
Frijoles
"Ah!" he was thinking, "here is a special tax sufficient to provide for the and other
unable tq announce all
of
committee
is
the
portions
Pajarlto
and
interest
the
of
payment
principal
surprise for Bloom!"
cliff dwelling park to take panorama the speakers for the convention but
At the first soft quaver of the of the bonds." The supreme court is
and moving pictures that will adver has assurance that several excellent
which
Its
to
down
hand
opinion
throaty, brazen call, the pistol
expected
tise the tourist attractions of central addresses will be made during the
had been hanging loosely In Bloom's within the next two weeks.
New Mexico. Mr. Blanchard for years sessions.
hand twitched as the muscles of his
fingers and his lean old wrist con- Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism has included in his lectures pictures
tracted. He glanced about the room
Remember how epry and active you of the Puye and the work of excava COMFORTING TO STOUT PEOPLE
to see that everything was In good
Foley Cathartic Tablets are a specwere
before you had rneumausm. tion and research the School of Amer
order.
ican
has
done
but
Archaeology
there,
ially good little regulator that keeps
He had forgotten nothing, he assured bockache, swollen, aching Joints and was
New
to
find
in
system In perfect working order.
your
hardly
prepared
to
feel
Want
muscles?
was
himself. Now, as soon as "Taps"
stiff, painful
no constipation, no disMexico
museum
so
a
well
No
biliousness,
equipped
finished
i
that way again? You can just take
no greasy taste. A
and
in
with
tress
after
archaeological
eating,
provided
But what?
Foley Kidney Pills. For they quickly
Those which were coming through clear the blood of the poisons that stallations, art work and library fa stout person who uses them constantclllties. Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Wetherill ly will really feel thinning out and
the open window were not the long cause
your pain, misery and torment
and mournful notes his ears bad been
of Fall River, Mass., accompanied by more comiortable as a result of their
and
O.
G.
Schaefer
rheumatism.
expecting. It could not after all, be ing
their children, Daniel B. and Mere use. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Red Cross Drug Store. dAv.
Berger who was playing.
dith, who are making a tour of the Drug Store. Adv.
Some coaching party probably had
were also museum visitors.
southwest
SUNDAY SCHOOL LEADERS
wandered to the dingy side street, or
came this morning were
ACCUSED OF MURDER
Others
who
deauto-horthousand
had
23.
been
some ingenious
Twenty
Chicago, June
G.
of
Frank
Kas., June 23. Much inRaton,
Hugo
Wichita,
Seaberg
vised which accurately counterfeited Sunday school leaders from all parts
in the case of
manifested
Belmear
of
Pease
J.
and
is
terest
P.
Dolores,
bugle calls.
of American are gathered in Chicago
who was arAl
E.
of
Mrs.
Grace
notes
Patton,
not
the
of
Magdalena,
iMcSpadden
No,
"Taps;" quick to take part in the fourteenth conven Cola,
and sharp and shrill, they reached
J.
M., C. raigned in court today for trial on a
Grossman
of
E.
Blackwell,
tion of the International Sunday G. Dew
him, without a hint of sadness.
of St Petersburg, Fla., T. A. charge of having murdered her hus
School association. Every state of
and
of
hope
Triumphantly they sang
Corbett
of
Fort Worth, Tex., Jose W. band, J. A. Patton, the victim of the
Canenergy and joy, declaring birth of a the union and every province or
of State College, Jose M. Mar- alleged murder, was a well known
RIgney
dele
new day. No farewell was that call, ada Is represented among the
tinez and Jose A. Aguilar of San H- - gTocer of this city. He was shot and
but greeting loud, melodious. Inspir- gates.
defanso, and E. Jl, Rojas of Mexico killed In his home on December 10,
ing.
The convention sessions will con
1912.
City.
"It's 'Reveille!'" he muttered. '"Re tinue an entire week, during which
.
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At most druggists,
grocers and dealers,
$1.00 a large bottle.
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veille!"

There was a clatter on the stairs.
Berger entered gaily.
"Did I play it good?" he cried., "It
maybe braced you up a little, huh? It
braced me up a whole lot to play It
Yes. it did."
Bloom went to him and laid a trem
bling hand upon the fingers and the
bugle which they held.
"It sounded fine," he said. "It
sounded fine. Yes, it braced me up. It
did me good to hear it."
From the street below arose the
notes of still another fashioned tube
of brass, this time the barking horn
of a great touring car, stopping at that
door.

"Why, Bloom, it's Fuhrstadt!" Berg-e- r
cried. "He's going to climb out.
We musn't let him not tied up, the
way he Is, with rheumatiz. He must
have got to thinking and come down
himself."
They hurried to the stairs.
"I just came round to say,", said
Fuhrstadt glad to sink back among
the comfortable cushions, "that you
go back to work tomorrow, Bloom;
and if those kids there in your office
don't do as they are told, you fire 'em,
I've seen my son!"

time every phase of Sunday Bchool activity' will be considered under the
guidance of experts of the international association and the various denominational Sunday school boards. Besides these general sessions to discuss
the work of the various departments
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HELPLESS AS BABY
:

Down in Mind

Unable to Work,

i

r

,
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and Wtat Helped Her.

.

Summit Point, W. Va. Mis. Anna
Belle Emey, of this place, says: "I suffered for 15 years with an awful pain in
my right side, caused from womanly
trouble, and doctored lots for it, but without success. 1 suffered so very much,
that 1 became down in mind, and as helpless as a baby. 1 was in the worst kind
of shape. Was unable to do any work.
I began taking Cardui, the womar's
tonic, and got relief from the very first
Dodose. By the time i had taken
ttles, mv health was conmletelv restored.
I am now 48 years years old, but feel as
good as i aia wnen omy 10.
Maybe He Got It
Cardui certainly saved me from losing
Brown and Jones were leaning on
mind, and I feel it my duty to speak
a polished counter and talking In my
in its favor. 1 wish I had some power
Brown
Jones:
to
Then
said
tlmately.
over poor, suffering women, and could
"Look here, old man. Suppose you make them know the good it would do
solve.
were to come around to my apart inem.
He left his scissors-grindin- g
outfit ments, one of these days, and should
of the ailments
If you suffer from
in the restaurant and sought a drug walk up to my room and, receiving no peculiar to women, any
it will certainly be
store, where he thumbed through a answer to your knock, should come in worth your while to give Cardui a trial.
directory until he found the street and find my lifeless body stretched It has been helping weak women for
and number of young Fuhrstadt's fa' mi mill across the bed. Now, In a more than dJ years, ana wiu neip you,
too.
ther.
rase like that, what would you do?'
Try Cardui. Your druggist sells
When two hours later, he was leav
after
"111 tell you, answered Jones,
old
Wrltt tin Cbttneor Medietas Co., Ladies'
man, he called him "com, .fcinklne it over, "I'd Institute an im
ing the
Chatianoota, Tenn., lor
rade," and furthermore the rich man molate search for the five dollars Advisory Dent,
on your
ana bvpata book, horrf
1 reaunent far
wn
answering;, said "comrade." also.
la v&m wrsypw . e.G. 131
omen,
vaarq."
tor
ma
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you have
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the New
Drudgery fades to a memory when you banish the hot stove,
ironing day,
heavy irons and many steps of the
by using the

G--E

Electric Flatiron

Ironing becomes an agreeable task because this iron concentrates the heat on the work, without heating tbe h uul,
and stays clean and smooth ell the time. Your work is
finished quickly and easily with a G-- E Iron.
We wifl gladly demonstrate this househcl J necessity fur you.
Come and see our complete line of electrical gotxls.
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VEGAS CHANGES HANDS TODAY
Editor.

L M, PADGETT.

many other varieties, and frequently
wagon loads of fish are brought to
Las Vegas.
During his ownership of this property Mr. Hand did n extensive business in sheep raising and the breed
ing of horses. The finest iiera' of
brood mares In the west belong . to
,Mi. Iland and la now on the property,
while the past lambing1 season was
unusually successful.' Sir. 'Hand has
produced dome' of the finest specimens
of sheep in the country, and bas over
l.TOOft bead

land bears one of the largest crops
in the entire southwest
A teat of the sugar beets grown: on
the property during the past two
years show that they produce the
Catered at the postpKlce at East highest average for sugar contents
Am Vegas, New Mexico for trans- - and puritjtArf. ny section In the southmluiam through the United 8tatet west, and, are far above tha Colorado
aa econd class matter.
beete. The ten lakes on the property
form-- ' the- - largest ) private
Ashing
southwest
These
the
Jn
grounda
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
lakes are Well stocked with bass, rain; pally, by Carrier
'.Ot bow trout, perch. kirtch., mullets and
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Franklin E. Landls, one of the largest real estate brokers in the country,
oas been representing both sides, n
the deal. In speaking of the proposition Mr. Landls stated that It was
only through firm determination and
bull dog grit that It was ever .consummated. Local business men ..who
have seen the Pattington apartments
in Chicago are greatly surprised to
learn that Mr. Hand was receiving
such a property in exchange for his
lands. This only shows the faith that
Che Chicago people have In this state,
and this special section.
Mr. Shellaberger will begin active
Operations on the property at an early
date. Representatives will be on the
ground within a week and all plans
for the big future of the property
Will be formulated.
The advertising
that will be work
campaign
ed out to connection with the plans of
the new owner will be the largest ever
attempted before in the state.
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THE PATTINGTON

$10,000,OOOFROMROADS

APARTMENTS

IN CHICAGO

ly. The Union Pacific, the Chicago,
Rock Island and Pacific, the Missouri
Pacific and the Chicago, Burlington
and Quincy road's reported the resumption of usual schedules.

SUPREME

IN
COURT DECISION
RATE CASE MAKE RAILWAYS
LIABLE FOR VAST SUM

TUE OTUElt CHEEK

HOME RULE FLIES . OFF
AT A NEW TANGENT
PARLIAMENT TO BE COMPELLED
TO AMEND A BILL NOT ON
STATUTE BOOKS
,

TODAY IN CONGRESS

Washington, June 24. With the suThe Optic, "And Thinking People" preme court's decision sustaining the
June 23. 'Senate: Met
bommeree
Washington,
car
commission's
have
interstate
motor
the
general,
grilled
ji
:."
.,
at
noon,
.iriver for the past week and have
rate orders the way is
i,,.,;, ':''..,., .
commerce
committee's
Interstate
con
sums
recover
will
to
that
for
opened
.given warning
they
shippers
tinue to do so until the speed bug is estimated aagreat as $10,000,000 from trade commission bill was introduced
'exterminated. All of which is War railroads which have been charging as a substitute for the house, measTanted, as the majority of drivers, the I the old rates while tne case was being ure.
Banking committee continued con
writer included, drive too fast through fought through the courts. Repara
town and a speed limit should be held tion, if any, and the amount will have sideration of President Wilson's nomiiDrivers should be compelled to sound to be decided by the commission in a nations to the federal reserve board.
Foreign relations committee conwarning signals at each coss street seperate action.
In town and at each sharp curve on That the distribution throughout the tinued consideration of the Nicarag-ua'
'
"treaty.
a country road, which law has never country of the benefits of the Panama
3een enforced, and not one autoist canal will rest with the interstate House: Met at 11 a. m.
out of ten ever uses his warning de commerce commission and not with ' Report of the investigators in the
wise. Drivers should be compelled to the transcontinental railroads is one Speer impeachment case was present
oropelled to turn a right hand cor of the conclusions being drawn today ed to the judiciary committee.
Conference reports on the naval
ner.
from the supreme court's decision in
o much for the motorist.
the lntermountain
rate cases, in bill and the agricultural bill were up'
,.vv
If Las Vegas expects to enforce city which, after, nearly two years of con- - for disposal
t
bated.
Dun sundry bill was
rules on the motorist, teamsters sideratin the court upheld the. orders
should be compelled to keep to the of the commission by unanimous opin
'
'
DIRTH OF 8CHOOL HISTORY
right and allow the motor car to over- ion.
take to the left Bridge street for It has been, generally, claimed that Santa Fe, June 23. "Prince's Con
instance, is impossible for a motorist the Panama canal ' would reduce cise History of New Mexico" has been
te rive upon at a slow speed on freight rates from' Atlantic seaboaMJ entirely exhausted by the New Mexico
of the teams driving on the points to Pacifle, coast cities and vice readin gclrcle and one third "of the
lnstl-tu- e
Bide
of the street If an auto- versa, but the questions as to what teachers remain unsupplled for
vving
for
the
in
and
inwork
preparation
mobile should collide with a team the extent tie railroads might allow
the
of
"directors
The
examinations.
benefits
"thinkto
share in the
terior point
latter being on the wrong side,
recom-men- d
therefore
likely
will
very
circle
drivtne
of
car
decision
The
were
the
blame
would
In
dispute.
ing people"
that teachers not yet supplied
er, Motormen on Cmr street cars al- court i that the commission will an
or
most always fall to lng their-bellswer these problems and the rair purchase Read's School History,
teachers
such
for
and
'
Civics
As one of the speed maniacs" you roads may sim ply proceed tottl.ftMtf&AMs"?
separate examination questions win do
refer to, the writer is willing to com- freight
a
as
prepared based on those books.
but
to
regulations,
speed
ply
Prince will at once prepare
BUD
IN
more
a
NIPPED
REVOLUTION
square deal Vegas should have
23. A re a second edition of his school history.
road
to
June
teach
trafflo
Ecuador,
squad
Guayaquil,
adequate
rules not only to motorists, but to volutionary plot" and a plan to assas
CATTLE THIEVES BUSY
teamsters and; to the pedestrian pub- sinate President ,Leonldas Plaza and
N. M, June 22. Cattle rust
Beulah.
Car
- 'if
A MOTORIST.
lic.
oroclaim the rebel leader, Colonel
been busy in the Hollinger
of
have
lers
o
.y
lo JConoha, provisional president
and Beaver fork of the Galllnas of
SPANISH TEXT BOOK REVISION" Ecuador were discovered y me
r!wii at Quito today. The leaders late. S. L. Barker, who has cattle In
Santa Fe. June 23. Assistant Super
a notice of reintendent Ftladelfo Baca' Is revising Ij the plot were Immediately arrested, that range has posted
of the
the
apprehension
but
Read-1
fori
ward';
the proofs of the Second Spanish.
No disorders occurred ila Quito,
Is
r adopted1 for the New Mexico public colonel Concha and a force of rebels thieve. The work of the rustlersthe
left
have
as
they
the
.crude,
rcther
schools. The' reader 1b td to bounti- -' ive invaded thprthern part of
Government hides behind in plain Sight; have made
fully Illustrated with pen and lnkjprovince of ManabL
to coyer
fetches and is particularly admirable troops have been suddenly mobilized no particular effort in ' fact,
The
range is
depredations.
their
un
rebelsIwcarose It refers fully to the Spanish- U0 attack the
being kept under close watch, and it
American discoveries and gives ex
is likely to go hard with the rustlers
ROTARY CLUBS MEET
tracts from the leading authors of the
23. Twelve when they are caught. ,. ...
ArSpanish-America- n
June;
from
Texas,
Houston
republics,
gentine to Cuba and from Chile to "round table" discussions of different
dele-eate-a
SOUTH CAROLINA FIREMEN
Guatemala and Mexico, emphasising groups and committees occupied
convention
Florence, 8. C, June 23. This place
that a, fine lterature Is being produced
to the International
: General ses-is
entertaining for three days the anTnh8
here
tn thei'EJpanlsh-Amerlcaof
today.
countries
iwoMr
An
nual convention and tournament of
She western continent
otrnin will be resumed tomorrow.
next
meeting
South Carolina Firemen's associathe
the
.tiv amtaien for
are
BOUNTIES ON PELTS
was opened today by the California tion. Delegations of fire fighters
mat
cities
Ithe
and
urged
fro
leading
here
being
Santa Fe, June 23. That county delegates, San Francisco
towns of the state. Prize races and
omissionem are required to take tip for tlie convention city In 1915.
contests make up the tournaother
arranU ismied by the county clerk
At the business sesment
RESTORED
program.
for wild animal bounties In their or-J- -r
SERVICE
TRAIN
service sions addresses are to be delivered
raln
of issue Independent for what year
Kansas CHy. June
"the funds levied to pay Ixiunties are on roads In Kansas was reported as by , Chief James McFall of Roanoke,
collected, seems to be the first of an normal today and the floods which Va., A. M. Schoen of Atlanta, Chief
dnr- - Louis BeHrons of
!
Charleston, and
by Attorney have eau..i considerable damage
important opinion
' '
ifjeneral Frank W. Clancy today.
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Mexico Stone

Found in Mora County
,

.

r

We arc showing these stones in the
ctystals as they are found, as well as
,.

cut ready lor mounting.
They range in hardness between the
Topaz and Sapphire.

23.

Not an imitation of the Diamond, but
a bright white stone.

...

Call and See Them at

TAUPE RTS

,

REPORTED

Lands End, England, June 23. The
Belgian steamer Gothland, from Montreal for Rotterdam, went ashpre today
f
ontbe rocks two miles to the
the Bishop Rock, Scilly Islands,
fwo steamers went at once to the assistance of the Gothland, which belongs to the Red' Star line, but Is under charter to the Canadian line. She
left Montreal June 12 with 34 third
class passengers on board. She does
not carry cabin passengers.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, June 23. General heavi-

ness attended speculation today. The
market was subjected to the adverse
influence of the supreme court's lntermountain rate case decision and
the delay in announcing the freight
rate ruling. Net losses in many cases
amounted to a point. The close was
.
weak.
The last sales were as follows:
70
Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar Refg
107
Atchison .
999
110
Northern Pacific
164
Reading
96
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
155
61
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd
109

London,' June 23. The crisis In
connection with the granting of home
rule to Ireland entered another stage
today when the Marquis, de Crewe,
liberal leader in the house of lords, Introduced a bill to amend the Irish
home rule bill. The terms of the
amending bill are identical with those
offered on March 9 by Premier
and contemptuously refused by
Sir Edward Carson', the Irish unionist
leader, who described the premier's
proposal as a "hypocritical sham."
'
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
By the new bill the parliamentary
Chicago, June 23. Wheat
electors of each county In Ulster are
today
to be allowed to decide by vote wheth- went down into the "seventies." that
er the county shall be excluded from
the provisions of the home rule bill
for a period of six years from the
first meeting of the Irish parliament
The situation has never been paralleled In parliamentary procedure in
the British Isles. Never- before has
a bill been presented to pariament
to amend a measure not yet on the
statute book. This was, however, the
only means of overcoming the deadlock, as the house of lords refuses to
consider the main bill until the full
proposals of the government were bew
fore it.

...........
..........

As-qui-

A New

.
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INSTITUTE
The first Insti
tute program ever printed In Sandoval
county was received by the state department of education today and it
la mightily pleased with this evidence
of progress. The session opens on
June 29. and will continue four weeks
to July 25, at Bernalillo.
SANDOVAL
, Santa Fe,

north-east&o-

the

.Main 2
.Main 2

.

"f

AT

TELEPHONES
News Department

V$

Gem
TheiMora
..
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TEACHERS INSTITUTES CLOSE
SantaFe,. June 23. Five county In
stitutes close, this week, that for Bernalillo county at Albuquerque, that for
Socorro county at Socorro, that for
Santa Fe county at Santa Fe, for Va
lencia county at Los Lunas and for
Quay county at Tucumcari. The last
named led with an enrollment 'of 91.

WRECK

SHIPPERS MAf RECOVER
Office

't

Liii8ili

Woman's Board of Trade was today
asked to furnish, this banquet and have
taken the matter under consideration.

at Las Cruces.

largest dally and weekly circulation
f any newspaper In northern New

uilnets

."f

-

BIG BANQUET PLANNED

Santa Fe, June 23. Five hundred
people are to be tendered a banquet
at the good roads meet at Santa Fe
during the last days of July and the
first day of August The Santa Fe

GUARD PROMOTIONS
NATIONAL
Santa Fe, June 23. Adjutant General Harry, T. Herring today announced the promotion of Sergeant Ray
Sena, Company L, to be second lieutenant He also assigned First Lieutenant Walter Ames to Company A

OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER

Year
Montha

state to contest in the hose races,
ladder competitions and other' ft ata
in fire fighting efficiency,.

GOAL AN D

IV

i

OO D

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEV

SWASTIKA COAL

LEAN D R E T A I L
Init
im9 c on D ON

W H O LJE S A

Qm

is, sold for less than 80 cents, bushel
The new decline took place after news
came that an official estimate put the
Kansas total yield this Season at the
huge aggregate of 180,000,000 bushels.
Opening prices, which were a shade
cent higher, were followed by
off to
a setback all around, with July at 79.
to 1
The close was heavy,
1
cent under last nihgt
Speculative purchasing on the part
of big houses made corn firm.- - The
cents down to
market after opening
Vs
cent advance, scored a moderate general upturn. The dose was
to
strong at a gain of
net.
Oats sagged because of sales by pit
traders.
Lower prices for hogs weakened provisions. The closing quotations for
the day were:
.
Wheat July
Sept 79.:,
Corn, July
Sept. 67.

Oats, July
Sept 37.
Porkk, Juiy$20.70; Sept J20.05.
Lard, July $10.07; Sept $10.22.
Ribs, July $11.42; Sept $11.50.

39;

KANSAS

11

79;
69;

LIVE STOCK

CITY

.Kansas City, June 23. Hogs, receipts 11,000. Market 6 to 10 cents
lower. Bulk $8.158.20; heavy $8.25
8.30; packers and butchers $8.15
8. SO; lights $8.108.25; pigs $7.50
8.00.
Cattle, receipts 7,000. Market steady to strong, prime fed steers $8.75
9,25; dressed foeef steers $7.658.65;
weBtern steers $79; southern steers
$6.208.35; cows $4.257.50; heifers $6.509;
stockers and feeders
$6.507.80; bulls $5.507; calves $6
.

10.

Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market steady.
Lambs $8.509.40; yearlings $6.25
7.?5; wethers $4.756.25; ewes $4.25
(05.25; stockers and feeders $37.

L'SHI RT

THE HATCHET IS OUT

Chopped Prices in Men's

hirts

ELKS MEET AT PETOSKEY

Petoskey, Mich., June 23. A large
attendance marked the opening here
today of the tenth annual convention
of the Michigan Elks. Mayor Ditto
delivered the greeting at the opening
session this morning and Vice President Shirley Stewart responded for
the ylsitore. . Many notable features
of entertainment have, been - prepared
for the three days that the convention will be la session,"
NEW CORPORATION

.

AT BACH ARMAGH'S
Manhattan Shirts
Guaranteed

NOTARIAL

APPOINTEE
23. Governor Mc
Donald today appointed Placido Baca
y Baca of Santa Rosa, a notary public.

Santa Fe, June

FIREMEN MEET AT SAGINAW .
Saginaw, Mich., June 23 The Michigan State Firemen's association
its annual meeting and tournament
here today. The gathering will con
tinue three days. Delegations of fire
men, many of them accompanied by
bands, are here from all parts of ther

'5

Shirts at

tills'

fadeless

,

Santa Fe, June 23. Incorporation
papers were, filed today by ..the Shipley
Brothers .Cattle,, company. o,f Clovis,
Curry (!county .The capitalization is
524,000 divided into 240 shares. The
incorporators and directors are: John
Alex
Shipley, St Vrain,, president;
Shipley, Clovis, secretary, treasurer
and statutory agent; w. O. Oldham,
Of Portales, vice
president eacn Bllb-fcrihing to 80 shares.
.

Elgin and Gotham
Cost

!

1
$1.5r& $1.75 Values.. $1.19
$2.00 Values, Now
.

rt,75ctShirts, Now

.... $1.49

85c

.... ...i

Shirts, Now

53c
63c

$2.23 & $2.50 Values.

.

$1.79

$1.00 Shirts, Now

79c

$3.00 & $3.50 Values.

.

$2.29

$1.25 Shirts, Now

89c

I

Our Semi Annual
--

of these fine

$1.50 Shirts, Now........$1.19
Clear-anc-

e

shirts

See Window Display

means a big saving: to yon.

Every Shirt
In the House
on Sale

& SHIRT that Hits the Mark

Th

A

Utoite'OF Quality

E.LASVEGAS- -

I

F-- V

-

.

Made of

in

the best

te

mum

Madrass

styles.

Opposite

Castaneda

N.Mf

Hotel

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

a representative of the .Brazilian
legation, who will deliver him to the

by

CARItANZA VILL

PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Bach&rach left
last night for Santa Fe on a, short vis-I-t
S. E, Lombard, ecale Inspector for
the Santa Fe railway, was a business
visitor In Las Vegas today.
J. Eugene Brown of Santa Fe came
In yesterday afternoon and will be a
business visitor here for some time.
J. T. Kelley and W. O. Foreman of
Demlng, N. M., came in yesterday
evening for a few days' stay here. .
Mr. and Mrs. J. Vr. Lean of Chicago
arrived in Las Vegas yesterday and
will spend the summer in this city.
Mr. .and Mrs. J. V. Van Houten and
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Van Houten from
Shoemaker were visitors in Las Vegas
today.
Mrs. John Hartman left this afternoon for Springer where she will visit
with friends and relatives for the next
'
few days. ,
,
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Orth of Chicago
left today for Albuquerque on their
They are traveling
fay to California.
automobile.
tiy
G. M. Gutierrez, night ticket agent
ior the local station of the Santa Fe
Hallway company, returned last night
ivom a short visit at Santa Rosa.
J. M. Cunningham, Jr., of Springer
came in this afternoon and will visit
Dr. and Mrs. J. M, Cunningham and
family here foririe nextJew weeks:
Miss Laura Colgan of Albuquerque
came in last night and will visit in this
city for the next two weeks. Miss
Colgan is the guest of Miss DeSalx
Kvans.
O. J. Ogg. trainmaster for the northern districts of the New Mexico division of the Santa Fe Railway company, was a business visitor here today
from Raton.
a
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Taylor of La
came in last night for a week's
business visit here. Mr. Taylor reports the grass In the vicinity of La
Garita In excellent condition and predicts a big year for farmers and ranchGa-Tit-

Mennet, son of A. Meinnet
formerly of this city but now located
In Santa Fe, is in Las Vegas for a
week's 'business visit Mr. Mennet
recently returned from Tamplco, Mex.,
where he had resided for a number
of years.
W .T. Conway, extension man for
the State Agricultural college at Las
Cruces, came In last night and will
here for a few days. He
red an address before, the county Institute today and will address that
body again tomorrow.
S.

n

DURAN OPEN FOR DATES
Young Duran, the game little fighter, who broke his right hand In a recent mill In Raton, reports that his
Injury Is improving nicely ,and that
"YOUNG

the ring
he will be ready to
"by the later part of July. He Is ready

to consider all challenges mow.,
During the Interim he is doing light
road work to keep himself fit, and by
next week his bum fist will be suffi-cietl- y
wel to allow hlmto take tip
the more strenuous, work of the gym.
"With the exception of the bad hand
a
the boy has never been in better
condition. With careful training and living, Young Duran has as
bright a future as any aspirant for
yugilistlo honors. He has the will
end the stamina and is a glutton for
punishment
phy--eic-

FIGHT
Paris, June 23. Jack Johnson and
Trank Moran began today somewhat
to reduce their training activities with
the approach of the date of the con
test for the heavyweight championship of the world, which has been set
for June 27. At the Velodrome d'
Htver, where the fight will take place,
workmen today began arranging the
seats b) preparation for a large crowd,
amng which the nobility will be represented. So fart theer has been little betting on the bout. The odds, on
what money was offered 'today, were
in. favor of Johnson.
JOHNSON-M-

NOT

FIGHT,

CARGUE

.

.

ers.
J. P.

,

American authorities.
The Filipino was arrested by the
Mexican troops near Vera Crua some
weeks ago and charged with bolng a
spy. He was rs!eaeed but did' not
know, that hie disappearance had been
made a diplomatic incident

RAN

(Continued From Page One.)

Villa Victory
El Paso, Tex., June 23. The removal
of General Trevino as Carranza's chief
of staff and of Ystdro Fabela, acting
minister of "foreign relations in the
constitutionalist tabinet , reported
from S'altillo," war-takeby revolution
ists here today .as a victory for the
Villa faction.-- ! Both were said to have
been opposed to Villa's southern cam
paign and- invfavor of the creation of
a new military ssone, which blocked
his progress, until . Villa insisted on
continuing his advance toward Mexico
'

The prospective appointment of Eduardo F Hay as chief of staff was hail
ed as agreeable to both factions. Hay,
new chief of staff to General Iturblde,
In Slnaloa won his spurs In the Ma-He was the hero
dero revolution
of the first battle of Casas Grandes,
where he lost an eye. Later he was
sent to Europe by Madero on a diplomatic mission. He is a civil engineer
and graduate of the University of
Notre Dame, Ind.
Ysidro Fabela, a young attorney of
Mexico City, took a conspicuous part
In drafting Carranza's notes to the
Washington government; and to Nia
gara Falls :ih connection with the
It
medlatldn conference.
Mexican
predicted' here that Luis Cabrera, now
in Washington, will succeed him In
the foreign relations portfolio. The
presence near Carranza of Hay and
Cabrera would create a different atti
tude on the part of tne constitutionalist government both internally and Internationally, is the belief of local
The federal garrtson at Guaymas
Important port on the Gulf of Cali
fornia, was preparing to evacuate, pro-bay moving to some point In Lower
California, according to Information
received by Ignaclo Bonillas. minister
of communications ofjth
cabinet Mr. Bonillas' steppes' nere
today on his way to Saltillo after In
vestigating for 'General Carranza the
InternaLtJisenjslon in Sonora state.

by heirs of the late Nathan Cole, and
seeking the appointment of a receiver
for his estate of $1,000,009 were dismissed in the circuit court here today. The suits were filed by Richard
H. .Cole of Los Angeles, and Mrs. Hal-li-e
Cole Hebert, of Pasadanea, Calif.,
who asked a dissolution of a trust
agreement under which Frederick N.
Judson managed: the estate. The dismissal suit, it is eald, indicate an
agreement had been reached among
the heirs for the disposition of the
Cole estate.
MRS. PENNYBACKER

BETTER

Lost Marine Identified
Washington, June - 23. Brigadier
General Funs ton imported today that
thq marine private whose disappearance from the American line at Vera
Cruz has caused some alarm, is Private Beinriche Thobe,, "wftoately had
been under otisorvation as to nisi mental condition. .'General 'Funstonjma-dno mention as ta"e prooarnlit bf he
missing. marine' having $eW-- " taken
Gen-erprisoner by Mexican federals
summarizwas
Funston'g report
ed In this statement by Secretary Garrison;
"Private Thobe left camp on outpost June 20(, about 12:30 a. m. and
has not been seen since. He took his
rifle and ammunition. From May 10
to 12 he was in "hospital for observation of mental1 condition. Some days
ago he threatened to run away and
return' to the ' United States. A
thorough search, has been made .for
him and fill continue."
'

"

i

South Bend, Ind., June 23. Mrs.
,. Charged As Spy
Percy V. Pennybacker of Austin, Tex.,
Clty,L Jurna 23. Gregurio
of
the
Mexico
General Federation
president
of Women's Clubs, who suffered a
the Filipino servant of Captain
nervous collapse in Mishawaka yes- Rush of
Florida, who
left today
much
is
here
turned
yesterday,
reported
Improved
up
terday,
for Vera Cruz. He was accompanied

FfVW

PEdPLES BANK

TODAY'S

4

BASEBALL

In yesterday'B edition of a Denver
newspaper appears an interview of a
sporting writer of that paper with
Stanley Yoakum, In which Yoakum Is
made to maintain that he is a Color
ado man, and that he feels hurt at
being quoted as the Las Vegas scrap
per. Las Vegas will shed no tears
at this announcement, for such men
as Yoakum have never caused any
city, with the lone exception of Den- ver, Colo, to mount The sun will
rise each morning as before and busi
ness will continue' the same, even
though this prize fighter feels side
tracked when he is referred to as a
Las Vegaa 'boy.
The interview states that Yoakum
has been in Colorado for the' past ten
years. Perhaps YoaKum can remem
ber how, a few months ago, shortly
after his bout with Newman in this
city, he wanted to go to Denver but
was uncertain of his reception by certain promoters there. Yoakum Informed a representative of Thei Optic at
that time that he would like to go
to Denver but feared that a promoter
of high standing, as far ah high standing goes with such, would force him
out of the game.
The matter was not extensively Investigated but if Yoakum would, tell
all he knew on himself It might prove
that he would be glad to return 'to
New Mexico. He was satisfied to remain here and in Texas for many
years before going to Colorado.
The writer of the Interview further
says; "And really a Colorado citizen
who is accused of being from New
Mexico has a right to kick." Bless
the reporter for his Ignorance. His
idea of Colorado might be weakened
by a trip to this state.
;

American League
Cleveland at Detroit
..National League
,
Pittsburgh at Brooklyn.
St Louis at Philadelphia.
Federal League
Buffalo at Chicago.
Pittsburgh at Kansas City.
Baltimore at StL Louis. "...
,
Brooklyn at Indianapolis; 2 games.
Western League
Denver at Topeka.
Wichita at Lincoln.
St Joseph at Omaha.
Sioux City at Des Moines.

SONS OF REVOLUTION

HIKE
About 159

Philadelphia, June 23.
members of the National Society Sotns
of the American Revolution today began the pilgrimage over the route
General Washington took in 1775
when he Journeyed from Philadelphia
to Cambridge, jMass.., to take command of the continental army.

Every Day Dress
Goods Bargains
at the

Golden Rule Store
120

value Crepes.

. .

.,.8

l--

10c
15c

15c value Crepes
20c value Crepes

Pretty Flowered, Striped or
Figured Lawns at up from

6c

Dress Ginghams. .10o and 8 o
Imperial Chambray, 36 Inches
15o
wide
..15o
Good Galatla Cloth
19o
25c value Diamond Dot
19o
25c value .Poplins
19o
25c value Khaki Cloth
Sateens ....gli.,10c to 15c
25o
Beaded Voile".
25c
Ratine
Baja
..25c
Winsome Silk
25c value Pique
.v.....i9d
75c value Summer Silk .....49o
S1.25 value Messaline Silk.. 79c
Silk Eponge, 40 In. wide. ...79c
$2 value Crepe de Chene, 40
$1.39
inches wide
JUST IN
Hardanger Cloth, 42 In. wide. 49c
Good Quality Skinner's Satin, 33 '
Inches wide
..........98c

..........

.............

....'.

ALSO

Boys' French Blouse Wash
98c
Sulfa
Another shipment of House
Dresses, an excellent va-- :
98c
lue
On the Plaza, Las Vegas, N. M.

.................

'

;

1

t,

(& TRlUST CO.

PAID IN CAPITAL. S114.220.00
'

;

Since Its organization this Bank has consistently and constantly devoted Its efforts to the
upbUaing of
a safe and conservative banking institution.
Its constant and steady growth is conclusive evidence that its efforts are appreciated by the banking
public. Hundreds of satisfied customers are now on our books, but there Is ample space for more We endeavor to give our patrons the best of banking service In' all lines.; Ask the man, woman, firm or corporation that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY.
,
,t

Make This Bank Your Bank.

--

2o

Pas

We

w

A

Cordial Welcome (o All Visitors

on Checking Accounts

r

:

.

We Pay

4$

on Time and Savings Accounts

.::,,

.

A Real

Opportunity

j

A BEAUTIFUL La France Blue Underflow;
.Piece Dinner Set given
Will
found
be
One
in
each
carton of Crystal But(forcou pons.
coupon
ter. The complete set will be delivered to you for 25 coupons' and $3.75
in cash. These dishes are guaranteed by one of the oldest and largest
pottery concerns in America and by ourselves as well.

Crystal Creamery Co.

HOME STATE

bl

SCaJ-ranz-

23, 1914.

;

-

,

COLE ESTATE SETTLED
St. Louis, June 23. Two suits filed

8TEAMERS IN COLLISION
Hamburg, June 23. The Hamburg- American tourist steamer Koenlgln
LAiise and, the
German passenger
steamer Cobra were la collision to
day. Both were damaged. The pas
sengers were landed safely. The stem
of the Koelgiq Lulae was stove In
and her fore peak was leaking.
The Cobra, which la a small steam
er of 412 tons, belonging to the Ham
line, was badly dam
aged amidships. The collision oc
curred during the regatta at Cuxhav- en, Both, vessels had on board a
large number of persons and a catas
trophe was narrowly averted. The
shock of the collision was so severe
that several passengers on the Cobra
were thrown to the deck of the Koenl
gin Luise.

Tensity Relaxed
Vera Cruz, Mexico, June 23. A relaxation of the tense feeling among the
Mexican federal outposts around Vera
Cruz, resulting from a rumor that the
American troops were planning an advance, was indicated today when Lieutenant Colonel Izunza, commanding the
Mexicans at the railway gap, sought
to restore the transfer point to its old
location at Tembladeraa. Lieutenant
Colonel Izunza made no explanation of
tli 3 recent hostile attitude of the MexCUTTER BEAR. AT NOME !
ican guards at the gap, saying merely
Washington, June ' 23. Captain E.
that the wet weather made the pres- P. Berthol, commandant of the reve
ent transfer plan hard on the
nue cutter service, advised the British
embassy today it will probably be late
In July before the revenue cutter Bear
ndiait Refugees
cani proceed from Point Barrow to
Eagle Pass, Tex, June 23. Forced Wrangell Island to rescue survivors
to leave Mexico, they claim, because of the Stefansson Arctic expedition
their property was confiscated and marooned there. The Bear is now at
their stock stolen, 75 Kickapoo Indians Nome and on account of Ice floes is
who migrate to the southern republic tenable to sail north. The ship may
from Oklahoma several years ago, to- also proceed to Herald Island, on
day ire encamped at the army post which others are reported marooned.
here awaiting aid from the United
8UFFRAGETTE BOMB BUM
States government The Indians crossun- 23.
An
June
ed the Rio Grande yesterday. What
Reading, England,
In
the
found
was
has
bomb
today
made
them
be
will
of
exploded
'dippjfislt.lon
rot been determined.
porchway of- the church of St Mary
tho Virgin, apparently placed there by
militant suffragettes.- - The machine
Zapotlan Captured
On Board United States Ship Cali consisted of a tin can full of explofornia, Mazatlan, Mexico, (by wireless sives, with a fuse attached. The fuse
to San Diego, Calif., June 23.) Ac had been lighted but had gone out
cording to Information received today
the constitutionalist army commanded
by General Alamlllo has captured the YOAKUM MADE TO LOOK
city of Zapotlan, a large railroad center in the state of Jalisco, 90 miles
LIKE A BACKSLIDER
south of Guadalajara. The occupation
of Zapotlan is regarded as an ImporA DENVER PAPER MAKES HIM
tant step In the campaign against
CLAIM COLORADO AS HIS

1

u

JUNE

n

to be provisional president of Mexicct
Details were etill lacking and depend
ed on the traveling arrangements of
the constitutionalist
delegates who
are now n route' here.
On the delegates from the two Mexican factions themselves will rest the
burden of selecting the man of the
hour a task which deadlocked the
mediation conference and nearly disrupted it last week. In' the Informal
conference all Internal questions will
be discussed.
. In International
questions the mediation board wlir continue its conference. The' fact that:, the two warring factions1 are to .'he brought together to discuss the personnel for the
new provisional igoveanaent has en
couraged the mediation colony gener
ally ,to iopefor a settlement.' There
ire maiy.'bqwever,' who are no more
sangniile than before Khat the vexed
question of the personality of the
government can be settled successfully by diplomacy.. It is. an assured
before-ihe'-ktr
fact nevertheless,, "that
formal
conference ' onsHkStforiaU'
and Huerta delegates will be permitted to dissolve without agreement
The power and Influence of the United States government will be brought
to bear with renewed vigor and determination. A settlement wllLhe insisted on lest graver consequences
ensue. .

City.

TUESDAY,

:

accused the Denver players
with attempting to be put out In the
third Inning to carry the contest
Innings
through the four and one-hal-f
for a game before rain stopped play.
Cooley

After the shower the umpire ordered
the game finished. ...
Manager Dick Cooley of the Topeka
club was notified of his suspension by
President O'Neill of the .Western

......

A Familiar Sight
the World Over
Enough "Bull" Durham
13 sold in a
year to roll
approximately 22,000

cigarettes every minute
of every day.

InnHE

iv

L

cowboy

riding his lone
ly night watch; the
millionaire at his
club; the toiler inthei
factory: the "chief" in hi
office; the sailor before the mast;
the admiral in his cabin: the soldier
in the barracks: the eeneral in his quar- - "
ters. men of every nation, occupation and class
ajl find complete, healthful enjoyment and lasting
satisfaction in "Bull" Durham hand -- made cigarettes.
,

j

PRETTY MOSS IN BASE

,

GENUINE

BALL AT DENVER

1

o

SHOOT VERBAL FIRE
WORKS WHILE POLICE LOCK
J! AND GUARD GROUNDS

MANAGERS

Denver' iun'e 'zlThere" was little
likelihood that the " scheduled - game
between Topeka and Denver, Western
league clubs, would be played here
this afternoon. During the forenoon
the gates of the ball park where police
officers were stationed, were locked
President McGdll of the Denve euro
announced that Manager Cooley of Topeka would not be permitted to enter
the crounds until he had apologized to
fans who attended yesterdays game.
He said the Topeka club would be
admitted for the game. Cooley stated
that he had received no notice from
President Norris O'Neill that he had
U-eHe added he would
suspended.
rot permit his team to play If he was
barred from the park.
McGlll charges Cooley with using
language while attempting
delav the game when rain theaten
ed during the early stages yesterday.

league, pending Investigation of the
charges that have been made that his
men delayed the game at Denver yesterday. The telegrams charged Cooley
with using Improper language.

pill polijam
SMOKING TOBACCO

(Enough for forty

hand-mad-

Enough ' Bull" Durham

12 BILLION cigarettes
in this country combined
book of
Afor free 0ach
"paper.-wi-

th

cigarettes in each

e

h fiold in a year to

5-ce-

nt

sack

make approximately

rTJ
tjo!!

that millions of smokers prefer the
cigarettes they roll for themselves.
to their own liking, trom duu
"

The fresh fragrance and mellow

flavor of, "Bull" Durham hand-mad- e
cigarettes are a revelation. "Roll your own."
;llillii,ii,:r.

I"7
ill;
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iiii'ltiUlii

I
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.

m'm

TK
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An Illurtratcd Booklet, showing correct
ana
way tQ "Roli Your Own" Cigare
Book of cigarette papers, will both be mailed to you,Vrr,
on post al request . Ad d rcss " B ull" Durh am , D u r h am , N .C.

riU--Li

THE AMCIilCAN TOBACCO COMPANY
'

W,

iu; I!;;;;.;

,

as all brands of ready-mad- e
cigarettes
and the sales are steadily growing. Proof

a3 many
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Job Work
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To

The Optic Office

It Will Be
Done Quickly and
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NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
In the District Court of the Fourth
Judicial' District of the State of
New Mexico, Sitting Within and for
the County of San Miguel
letna Building Association,
Plaintiff,
vs.
No, 7606
Mrs. D. E. Milliren or Delia
Q., Milliren, D. E. Milliren,
her husband, and Ella
Turner.
Defendants.
The said defendants, and each of
of them, are hereby notified that a
suit in attachment has been brought
against them In the above named
Court, and that the following describ
ed property has been attached In said
cause,
The N. W. Quarter of the S. W.
Quarter of Section No. 27, and the N.
E. Quarter of the 8. E. Quarter of Sec
tion No. 28, all in Township 1 South,
Range 34 East, N. M. P. M., situate in
the County of Roosevelt, In the State
of New Mexico.
Also Lot No. 4 in Block No. 38 of
the North Park Addition to the city
of Clovis, Curry County, State of New
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LODGE NO. 2. A. F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
N4W
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday aUM B
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas areas
VbJxd
In 8 o'clock. (Halting members are s
Thursday
fcrh month. Vlaiting diaUy welcome.
J C. Werta, Pre
b.others cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; 4L
vited. Uuy M. Cary, W. M H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.
CLASSIFIED AOVER-- , Petten.

A

TI8EMENTS

Secretary.

-

F. O. E. Meets first and third
day evenings each month at Weo-mehall. Visiting brothers eorAUS '
ly invited to attend. X!. N. DoutJa.
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova. Secretary '

LAS VEQAS COMMANDERY, NO. t.
Five cnU per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Re
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.

g

n

"'

No

For YOU!

This elegant Rogers'
Spoon
you use

;;;

O. R. C.

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deaf
ness, and that Is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lin
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is Inflamed you have a rum.
bllng sound or Imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflamma
tion can be taken out and the tube
restored to Its normal condition, hear
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh.
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv.

first and third Tuesdays of each
month at 8 p.m. Visiting Knighta and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Free
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,

Wanted

Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue: Z. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth street East Laa Vegas, N. M.

HUNKER

S

A

way when you
leam how Much

Better EMPRESS
FLOUR really h.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S

OF AMERICA

WANTED iParty with $1,500 to $2,000
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
to invest Can double money in Love at Woodmen
of the World hall,
three or four months. Address B., on the second and fourth
Mondays ol
Care Optic.
each month at 8 p. m, C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Vlsltini
Montague, Local Deputy.
members are especially welcome and
cordially Invited.
FOR RENT Modern light housekeep-roomvery reasonable. Also one
nicely furnished room $1.50 a week. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-CINO. 804. Meeta second and
1103 Lincoln.
ourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
FOR RENT iModern
house Pioneer building. Visiting members
with bath and every convenience; are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
nicely furnished and in good local- G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
ity. Phone Main 606.

giving you

a present for do- ing something
you M do wiy

t

MODERN WOODMEN

It

KNUINEWM.
ROGERS &
SONS'
AA
STANDARD
S ILVER

For Rent

FRENCH-1RE- Y

(STERLING) FINISH

s,

L

Lost

& HUNKER

Attorncyt-at-La-

JONES-BOWER-

,

Bookkeeper and stenogra
pher; young man eome experience L. O. O. MOOSE Meeta second and
fourth
real estate and insurance business
Thursday
evening each
preferred. Address Box 548, East month at W. O., W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard
Las Vegas, N. ML
Davla. Dictator; p. A Llm EecretAry.
WANTED
Position , as first class 1. E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 841
I. O. of B. B. Meets
housekeeper or cook. Perfectly ca
every first Tuespable. No health seeker. 309 Rail day of the month in the vestry room
..
road avenue.
uf Temple Montefiore at t o'clock 9
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially In
WANTED
To buy a second hand vited. Isaac Appel,
President; Charlet
safe. Must the priced right Page Greenclay, Secretary.
Sampe Furniture Co.

A Hunuer. Chester A Hank

East Las

EMPRESS
FLOUR

WANTED

very best thing for constipation, sick
headache, sour stomach, lazy liver,
The
sluggish constipated bowels.
pleasantest, surest, nicest laxative
you ever used. Tastes good like lemonade. Acts promptly without pain
or nausea. Gives you the most satisfactory flushing you have ever had. FOR RENT Suite three unfurnished
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
steamheated rooms In Wells Fargo
Store. Adv.
and Co's. building to parties without
children or dogs; references reOR. F. B. HUXMANN
quired. All conveniences. Agent for
Dentist
Wells Fargo and Company.
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
FOR RENT Four room nicely fur
Room 1, Center BlocV Office Phone
nished cottage " on hill. Inquire at
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411.
620 Sixth street

George

hall, Douglas avenue, on the

Rhode Island Reds
and Barred Rocks until July 30th
8 cents.
Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Osage
City, Kan.

BABY CHICKS

B.

o

CHAPMAN

COLUMN
FOR

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWATS HANDLES

BIST

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WANT
T
RATES

AND CAFE

For Sate

MONUMENT

EMPRESS
can be ek- this city fross a v

ivf

tained m

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
Mora, Each Del very .......
--

or
to 2,000 lbs,
to 1,000 lbs.
to 200 lb.,
Less than 6 lbs.

2,000 Ibs
1,000 lbs.,
200 Ibt
60 lbs,

Each
Each
Each
Each

Delivery
Dallvery
Delivery
Delivery

fta per IN

Iha,
25c per 1M laa.
per 1M Ike.
par 18t IM,

..w...So
..u.,..4lc
M..lo

par IM

(ft

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Ttg tm

Harvesters, Btorers, aad Distributors ef liatiraJ fee, Ua
Lastias Qualities ef Whlk Etve Mada Laa Vegas ramava.
OFFICE 711 DOUQLAI AVENUE.
v

One brown mare 21 months
old; star in face, white epot on
nose, also white spot on left hind
foot ecar on inside of right foreleg; no brands. Reward is returned the Harris dairy.

.

LOST

Vegas,, New Mexico
CO

Albuquerque, N.
215 E. Central
13 Tears Practical Experience.
W. W. BOWERS
A. JONES
M.

PHONE MAIN 2

1HM

RESTAURANT

14-1-

First get the name down pat
then buy it of your druggist Just the

15he

OPTIC

LOBBY

tvea-Vyt T loonclava
ad to occupy, less apace than two
each meatfc at ta-All advertisements
lines
charged
aonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr, H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, E. C; Chaa. Tamme, Re
without regard to number ef words. corder.
Cash In advlnoe preferred.
LOCAL TIME CARD
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. , ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regmlar con
vocation first Monday In
East Bound
each
month
Arrive
Deinul
at
Masonic
Mexico.
No. I.... 7:20 p. m..... 7:45 p. at
at
m.
Temple
7:0
p.
p.
a
to
re
is
said
suit
That
proceeding
'
A. Brtaegar, h. P.i r. O. No. 4. ...11:64 p. m
11:51 S.
cover from the defendants, and each of
No.
.... 2:25 a. m..... 1:39 a.
Blood, Becretary.
them, the sum of Three Hundred FourNo. It.... 1:35 p. m
1:09 p. at
teen and
($314.14) Dollars, with
I. O. O. F. LAS VEQAS I nrue un
West
Bound
Interest at the rate of 12 per cent per
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN S
4. Meets every Mondar
Arrive
Depart
nnin .
annum from the 8th day of April,
their hall on Sixth street All
1:10
No.
p. m..... 1:3S p, &
1....
visiting
A. D. 1914, until paid, together with
uremren cordially invite to attend No.
:4 a. A
(:35 a. m
costs of suit.
J. Friedenstlne, N. O.; A. T. Rosers No. 7.... 4:20 p. m
4:3a p. afc
each
of
and
unless
That
you,
you,
V. Q.; T. M. Elwood. Secretarr? ttm-- i No.
7:0a p. Sk
I.... 1:85 p. m
enter an appearance in said cause on FOR SALE One bay horse, city Werts,
Treasurer: C. V. Hedevw.k
of
or before Monday, the 27th day
pound 10 o'clock Saturday,' Ben cemetery Trustee.
July, JL D. 1914, a Judgment by de
Coles, City Marshal.
fault will be entered against you, and
B. P. O. ELKS
MoAta
each of you, and the attached property FOR SALE At a bargain . four room
fourth Tuesday evening of each
sold'to satisfy said Judgment
house with sun room, well, city wa- month Elks" home on Ninth street
The names of the attorneys for the
ter, two lots, 1203 Eleventh street and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Wm. H. Springplaintiff are Messrs. Veeder and Veed-e-r, Address Box 244 E. Las Vegas.
and their office and postofflce ader, Exalted Ruler: D. W. Condon.
FOR SALE Small ranch near Hot Secretary.
dress is Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Silver
LORENZO DELGADO,
(Seal)
Springs. For information see Frank
LeDuc, Plaza west of Vegas Thea KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR- Clerk, District Court, San Miguel
-- if
ter.
County, New Mexico.
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in

CITROLAX!
CITROLAX!
CITROLAX!

Rightly

15he

She

Chamberlain's Tablets Unequaled
Mrs.
Rose Green, Wabash, Ind
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
writes, "Recently I used two bottles
of Chamberlain's Tablets and found
Osteopathic Physician
them splendid for stomach trouble and
Office Crockett Building
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m constipation. In fact, I have never seen
their equal." Sold by all dealers.
Residence Phone Main 384
Adv.
MRS, OLLIE SHEARER

Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladles
Hair and Scalp Treatment, Manicure,
Facial Massage, Chiropody; Bathe
and Massage With Strict Attention to Doctor
Prescription
HOTEL ROMAINE
Phone Main 155, Long Distance Main
44. Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to
3:30 p. m. Laa Vesa. N". M.

Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy
This remedy alway wins the good
opinion, If not the praise, of all who
use it Mrs. F. A. Hood, Burrows.
Ind., writes, "I have found Chamberlains Colic, Cholera and iDarrhoea
Remedy a positive cure for cramps
and suraer complaint." For sale by
all dealers. Adv.

ANT Ads

Are Best

Market Finders
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If you have been neglecting to subscribe for The Optic NOW IS
THE PLUNGE

K7

K7M eaV

IB

It

THE TIHE TO TAKE

a

UdBilD0B(B Ddwdv

WDUUDmnm

with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron
...

;

f

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the

old way.-- -

-

while the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL

ARE COOL.

ns.

J9

ujjqdjdc JDlrUaUDDtlQ?

The Optic for at whole ycao aoid this
lcvbor
is only
y-

-

U

(j

K.

I

-

THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. AH the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and

saving-convenien-

t

U

ce

J

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and jet your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.

Mail it or jive it to the Carrier
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MUTUAL THEATER
--

Brldf

St

TONIGHT
Shaw St.rta

Fh--t

$

&t 7:45

X

SHORTY'S 8TRATEGY

What Is It? Come to

Stearns' Store

I

of watermelons tomorrow.

OUR MUTUAL GIRL NO. 17

II

1 1 1

H H

I I'M"!1

LOCAL

to 12 and from 3 to 6 Tues.
day and Wednesday

1

Ml

M-H-

I

NEWS

Light automobiles lamps at 7:16
this evening.

o'clock

For Sale A Kimball piano cheap.
Call at 507 Main avenue.
Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

We Will Serve You

L

We will have a shipment

(2 Reel Feature)

The first of the season.

Hot Biscuits Like Mother
Used to Make

Finch's Golden Weeding Rye, aged
Direct from, the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv,
In wood.

Cantaloupes,

fireplace in recreation hall. Their
next Job will be the repairing of the
road from El Porvenir to the camp.
This road is now in fine shape, with
the exception of one bad place which
can be repaired in a day's time.
On Monday morning Rev. Imhof sud
denly got the camp fever an! left on
the camp freighter along with Mr.
Lamprecht of Chicago. They'll have
to Bleep in recreation hall but what's
the difference it's camping de luxe
even then.
This morning the samp stage start
ed on its regular schedule which will
be kept Hp during the entire summer.
Three passengers left with Driver

plums and all other kinds
of fruit can be obtained

J.

1

(

YORK

GROCER & BAKER

Auto Livery See me for prices.
Leave orders at Central Hotel office or
phone Schaefer Drug Store. H. R.
j Parker.
Adv.

RANGES
Do you intend buying a new Range? Let us show you
our line and quote you some real prices. Every one guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction.

DISHES:

;

We carry an open stock. You can buy one piece or a
complete set. Not cheap ware but low priced.

UPHOLSTERING

Better have that furniture recovered and repaired
now. Phone us for prices on your work. .

Page Sample Furniture
Company
114
507 Sixth Street
Phone
Vegas

Not "Heavier Than Air

0

but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of It and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but is worth
more as no other is fully
equal to it Order a sack to- -

E6? Las Vegas Roller Mills

,

Jefferson Reynolds, President
'
HS.B. Davis, Vice President
H." Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
Hallet Reynolds, Cashier.
'
E. D. Reynolds, Vice

President

t

A,

-

MONTEZUMA .NOTES

Walter Parkin and his corps of as
sistants are now working on the big

peaches,

daily at our store.

OF LAS VEpAS, N. M.

,

I

and .Undivided Profits, $25,000;;;
f Capital, $100,000; Surplus

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best

Interest Paid on

At

of

service

Time Deposits

(be Homo of Ice Best of Everything Eatable

Grants Hyenic Crackers
TOE CiHiLi'aF & UAYWARD C0.ST0RE

CECfltJD HAND MARKET
FOR THIS WEEK

;'
Bresett
Tonight at the Browne theater "The
Olive
Last
night
Anderson,
Mary
Perils of Pauline."
Fifth episode.)
Sands and Miss 11a Ford arrived in
The
serial
$25,000
story.
great
The Ladies' Catholic Altar society
Ias Vegas after having spent a week
5 and 10 cents. Adv.
will meet with Mrs. Thomas Carvill,
at the camp. Miss Ford has accepted
810 Lincoln avenue, tomorrow afterA private Instruction car of the San a position as stenographer with John
noon at 2:30 o'clock.
ta Railway company passed through D. W. Veeder.
The boys are some active getting
Tonight at' the Browne theater "Thai Las Vegas this afternoon on train No. ready for their camp time. The bunch
1 enroute to Vaughn, N. M. from To- Perils of Pauline." (Fifth episode.)
leaves next Monday morning at 6:30.
The great $25,000 aerial story. Ad- peka, Kan,
Fifteen have signed: up thus far but
missions S and 10 cents. Adv.
an effort is being made to make it
GALLEGOS BOUND OVER
25. The "kids" claim the bigger the
Eugenlo Esquibel aged 24 and Pau-llt- a Luis Gallegos, a painter, appeared crowd the bigger the time.
They plan
D.
R, Curray yesterday
Rico, agedf27 both of Tecolote, N. before Justice
some Fourth of July celebration with
answer
a
to
afternoon
to
charge
M., obtained a marriage license at the
their games, etc. Last year about 30
brought against him by Maria Archucourt house yesterday afternoon.
spent two weeks at the camp.
for
was
theft
leta,
Galrcgos
charged
Assistant Chief Camper Walter Par
The Plus .('Ultra class of the Method- with taking $15 in silver from the kin, has
opened up a candy and root
ist church will meet with Mrs. F. B. home of Mrs. Archuleta. Gallegos was beer stand at the
camp. This Is the
to
over
bound
the
under
grand Jury
Suelllng tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
first concession that the camp has
eclock. All member are invited to a bond of $500.
given since its start
be present.
Too much cannot be said In praise
RUFUS MEAD RESIGNS
of the. Earles who are now In charge
G.
William
Haydon, president of the
All members of the local Elks lodge
of El Porvenir. They have been more
are urgently requested to be present Las Vegas school board, has received than
cordial and kindly In their atti
at the meeting this evening. There a letter from Professor Rufus Mead tude
toward
the camp and have gone
at
Proin
which
Cal.,
Beach,
Long
will be a large class for initiation,
out of their
a number of times
candidates being from both this city fessor Mead tenders his resignation in In order to way
the
give
camp folks a lift.
the
local
to
schools
a
aooept position
and Wagon Mound.
In the schools of Pasadena, Cal. Pro- Certainly El Porvenir never has been
In better hands anJ every one who
The Merchants Cafe has added fessor Mead expresses deep regret at
at the hotel is assured of the best
stops
music to Its attractions at the dinner leaving Las Vegas, but feels that he of
treatment
and genuine hospitality.
hour. Last night the lilt of violin and cannot refuse the opportunity that is
The camp Is a strong booster for El
him
offered
in
a
much
of
teaching
piano enlivened the evening meal, and
Porvenir.
the proprietor promises that the music larger eity and profiting by the excontact
a
of
with
perience
metropolishall become a regular institution.
tan school. ' Pasadena has about
0
people, itself, and is next door to MUTUAL GIRL WILL PlAY
Juan Herrera of Mineral Hill made
application for bounty on one coyote Los Angeles, which is close to the
killed near San Geronlmo this morn 400,000 mark.
HER SILENT THRILLER
ing. Enrique Garcia of La Liendre
made application for bounty on a wild
VERDICT POSTPONED
cat killed near La Concepcion.
Denver, June 23. The prospects for WEEKLY FEATURE AT WEST SIDE
THEATER PROMISES
an early announcement of the findings
TO
Automobile stage line to Mora tri of the court martial which tried 21
BE INTERESTING
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat officers and men of the Colorado Na
urday, leaving Las Vegas postofflce tional Guard on charges of arson,
Tonight at the Mutual theater the
8 a. m
arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. murder, manslaughter and larceny, big weekly Reliance feature, "The
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas growing out of the battle; of Ludlow Mutual Girl," will be shown.
This
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5; April 20 between militia and striking picture will be shown
only once, this
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good coal miners, went glimmering today. week. The adventures of the Mutual
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop. ;AJjutant General John Chase an- girl in thl 'number are. intensely in419 Railroad avenue, Phone Main 307. nounced that he would not be able to teresting.
The synopsis is as follows:
Adv.
submit the cases to Governor E. M.
Walking on the morning- - of the day
Amnions until late today or tomorrow. after her rescue of the burglar's sis
Residents of the northeastera part The governor stated it would take ter from an East side dive, Margaret,
of the city who i happen - to pass several
days to review the verdicts "Our Mutual Girl," was confronted by
through the Carnegie public library and until that was done he would the problem of what to do! with the
waif whom she had brought home.
park any time In the evening from make no announcement).
dusk until midnight have noticed of
The situation became more complex
late that couples, evidently inoculated
when Margaret's aunt entered. "Who
MINT SUPERVISOR RESIGNS
with the spirit of the month, of June,
la the girl and what is she doing
Lan-diwhich is known as lover's month, are Washington, June 23. John H.
here?" asked the aunt "Get her out
of
the
at of my house at once."
superintendent
mint,
unusually numerous. Only last night
a resident observed that each bench Philadelphia, resigned today. He has But "Our Mutual Girl" stood ttrm
in the park held one or more couples. held the position since 1902.
in her defense of the girl she had befriended!.
The outcome of the whole
Unfortunately the benches cannot
talk.
thing was that Marguert and her aunt
took .the little outcast down to one
The following civil service exami
of the big department stores and se
nations will be held in this city on
cured her a good position. As tie
the dates mentioned: July 13 Assist
elevator shot upwards with its huian
ant mining engineer (male), salary
freight "Our MutuaJ Girl" showed con
$1,800 to $2,400; metallurgical engisiderable excitement for it was her
neer (male), salary $3,000 to $4,500.
first ride in an elevator and the sen.
"
sation
was entirely new to her.
July 22 Dental interne (male), sal
AH Glasses of
;
On reaching her aunt's, house "Our
ary $600; May colortst, salary $600
to $720; transit man (male), salary
Mutual Girl" became very homesick
$800 to, $900. . July
for the little old farm house in the
maker (male), salary $3.84 per diem:
hills. So she decided to steal away
assistant In plant malnutrition (male),
and. leaving a note, took a train for
the little country town' from which
salary $1,800 to $2,400; assistant in
she came. On the train a nice apagricultural aducationmale), salary
$1,800 to $2,500.
For all other infor
pearing young man seemed familiar
mation on these ' examinations see
to her, but neither spoke. "Our Muof
Plumes
a
SpeCleaning
Oscar Llnberg at the postof floe.
tual Girl" was met at the station by
her mother. Then she- found that the
cialty. Prices reasonable.
HARVEY'S 15 OPEN, ;f
young man on the train was an old
S4th season of this famous foun
sweetheart of hers who had been liv
tain resort Carriage out every Sating in the city. "Our Mutual Girl"
SATISFACTION
went straight to thei farm and renewurday morning, returning following
'
ed her acquaintance with all her
Friday; charge, including passage
GUARANTEED..
t
both ways $10. Special rates for longdumb friends. The horses, cows, kit
er time. Address East Las Vegas,
tens, chickens, cats, pigs and pigeons
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's
were all glad to see her. That evenor Plaza hotel. Adv.
ing "Our Muutual Girl's" old sweetheart came to call. The reunion was
As the sun set Margaret
Tonight at the Browne theater "The
plea&ant.
Perils of Pauline." (Fifth episode.)
and her sweetheart were seen silhout- 617 Donplas Ave
The great $25,000 serial story. Ad-- ' i l'hnne Slain 81
ed'ln embrace against the evening
'
missions 5 and 10 cents. Adv.
sky '

Model 59 Ove.
rland

$650.00

1 Hupmobile, 1914 model,
1 Buick, 1911 model . .
1 Ford, 1913 model . .
1 Viehle touring car . .
1913-Abb- ott
Delriot Electric
Light, Self Starter' . .

$850.00
$250.00
$250.00
$300.00
$1,000

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.

June, the Month of Brides
AHAirbundYou
when you enter our store,
you will find evidences
of high quality of our

Furniture.

household

Young couples just starting housekeeping, and
who have refined ideas

about home furnishings
yet probably a limited
amount of cash to gratify their tastes in this direction will
find it profitable to call and select their necessary Furniture
here. Popular prices. Remember your credit is good.
t-

-

in,

I,

j

J. CipJ6hnsen (El Son "VXSJ"
TIRES AID TUBES
I

50,-00-

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
-

Non-Ski-

n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything

need-e- d

for the auto.'
ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP

'

GUARANTEED

FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
;

TIHEMEYr LABOR

s,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

OUR.

1
CAMP

i

11

THE FOURTH AT LA LIENDRE
Word has been received that La
Liendre is preparing to do full honor
to the Fourth, of July with a celebra
tion that is to have for its most novel
feature an all day and night dance, at
which the old and almost forgotten
Spanish dances will "be reproduced.
Even to the Spanish. Americans this
will be a novelty. During the day
there will be exhibitions of broncho
busting, end various races and ath
letto etports.
i

'll

I

1914.

5yed by Using

We Dry or
Stea Clean

. SELF RISING FLOUR

Men's & Women's
Garments

Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks
SOLD BY YOUR GROCER

-

ASK FOR IT

-

THE: HOUSE WIFE'S FRIEHD

i

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

)

j

..jMoses' Best Flovir
Belter Bread and more loaves per sack.
SOLD BY ALL GROCERS nzzz:
GROSS KELLY &;Ca " Distributors-

